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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to devise an algorithm for the acceptable control of
segment durations in a reading machine. The general experimental method was as fol-
lows: Subjects were asked to read lists of words and phrases from 3 X 5 cards. The
results were recorded, and narrow-band and broadband spectrograms were produced
for each utterance with the use of a Kay sonograph. By using segmentation rules, the
duration of each segment in each utterance was measured and tabulated. From these
data, a model was devised which sought to predict the experimental results for each
subject individually.
Several interesting results were obtained from these studies. First, it was dis-
covered that the duration of a vowel could be modeled as a function of the word-level
stress of the syllable in which the vowel appeared, the structural location of the word
in which the vowel appeared, the number of syllables in the word, the consonant con-
text of the vowel, the vowel's location in the phrase, and the proximity of any word or
syllable juncture. Second, it was shown that, in general, consonants outside of clus-
ters do not vary much in duration. Third, consonant durations could be shown to vary
greatly in clusters. In general, no results were available for the behavior of liquids
or glides.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For several years, a reading machine, called the Foundation Reading Machine (FRM),
has been under development in the Cognitive Information Processing Group of the
Research Laboratories of Electronics. In its completed form, this machine would be
expected to take printed text as input, and give the spoken English equivalent of that
text as output. The FRM is intended mainly as a research tool for the future develop-
ment of reading machines that would be cheap enough and effective enough to be supplied
to libraries as sensory aids for the blind. With such machines the blind person would
have at his disposal an efficient method for obtaining a great deal of information that
is not now directly available to him.
A simple block diagram of the current operation of the FRM system is shown in Fig. 1.
On the far left are shown the scanner hardware and the character-recognition routines 
that are used to obtain a copy of the input text for further processing. The character-
recognition routines have been designed to be as independent as possible of the input
font, thereby giving a great deal of latitude to choice of texts.
Fig. 1. FRM hardware and software configuration.
Next is shown the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion routine. 2 This routine is designed
to accept a copy of the printed text as input and to produce as output the associated pho-
nemic string, complete with word boundaries and word-level stress markings. This
routine works basically by stripping off the prefixes and suffixes of the input words and
looking up the root words in a morph dictionary. The dictionary entry for each morph
contains the phonemic information, the word-level stress information, and certain parts
of speech information.
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Following the grapheme-to-phoneme routine the syntactic analysis program 3 is
shown. This program takes the parts of speech information and the word information
and attempts to deduce some of the sentence's surface structure. In particular, this
program attempts to identify noun phrases and prepositional phrases, leaving the other
sentence elements as unbracketed constituents. Once the phrases are identified, stress
levels are assigned to the various words using essentially the Halle-Chomsky stress
rules (see Appendix B).
Now the phonemic information and the stress information is passed on to the prosodic
program, which uses this information to control the output speech's fundamental fre-
quency contour and, to a limited extent, its duration. 7 This particular prosodic
program is, at present, fairly primitive, and represents one of the weak links in the
FRM.
Once the fundamental frequency contour is specified, the phonemic information is
passed on to the speech synthesis program. 5 ' 6 This program 7 transforms the phonemic
information into output parameters which control a parallel terminal analog speech syn-
thesizer6 (see Appendix A). The synthesizer, whose parameters are updated every
10 ms, then produces the output speech waveform. All of these routines are now pro-
grammed on a PDP-9 computer, and share the time of that machine through a pri-
ority interrupt system. Because of this, the computer's time can be used quite
efficiently, and the whole system is capable of working in something approaching real
time.
The main point in trying to produce a reading machine of the FRM type is to try to
develop a machine that seeks sufficiency at a reasonable cost. Hence the machine should
not only accept a large set of varied inputs, have a fairly extensive vocabulary, and pro-
duce intelligible speech, but it should also do all of these things with the use of programs
requiring only a reasonable amount of computer storage and have running times com-
patible with real-time speech outputs. This is very difficult to do, and algorithms
designed to work with the FRM must seek to include, at least at first, only those ele-
ments that are necessary for sufficiency. For these reasons, the current system only
utilizes a limited parsing scheme. Likewise, present work is now in progress which
would augment the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion routine with direct letter-to-sound
(phoneme) correspondence rules, which, we hope, will permit handling a large vocab-
ulary with only a small increase in the size of the morph dictionary.
Nevertheless, minimum sufficiency arguments in the design of a reading machine
can be misleading. For example, one might argue that if the output speech were intel-
ligible, then this should be sufficient. This, unfortunately, is not the case, for though
the current speech output of the FRM can be argued to be intelligible, it definitely would
not be acceptable in a finished reading machine. This is because the speech quality is
such that a subject listening to the output speech must work very hard to understand what
is being said. Such a subject finds the speech difficult and confusing, and therefore finds
the task of listening to the FRM for an extended period of time very unpleasant. Such
2
a situation is clearly not acceptable in a reading machine.
This problem probably arises for several reasons. First, certainly, the phonemic
synthesis routines have never been perfected, and mistakes are made in the assignment
of the synthesizer control parameters. Work is now progressing on the improvement
of the individual phonemes. Likewise, the current synthesizer hardware (Appendix A)
is not capable of correctly producing certain speech sounds, in particular, most of the
fricatives. This problem can only be solved by the modification of the terminal analog
synthesizer.
Although these are serious problems, they are probably not the most difficult. The
main problem probably arises because a listener expects a great number of often redun-
dant cues to occur in speech. These cues not only include the segmental information,
but also information concerning stress, structure, and speaker attitude. If these cues
are not present, or if they are incorrect, the perceived naturalness of the speech is
greatly affected, even though the listener may not need the information that the cues
are supplying. Hence, the listener finds the speech strange, probably confusing, and
definitely unpleasant to try to understand.
To summarize the situation, it can be said that the FRM makes many errors in seg-
mental synthesis, and these should definitely be improved. Errors of considerably
larger magnitude are made in the acoustic correlates of the supersegmental features,
however; in particular, such features as the segment durations, the fundamental fre-
quency contours, and the occurrence of pauses. Particularly lacking is the overly sim-
6plified model for segment duration, which simply lengthens stressed vowels. This is
a situation that not only detracts from the naturalness of the speech but also probably
transmits incorrect stress or intonational information to the users of the reading
machine.
There is general agreement among researchers that fundamental frequency contours,
segment durations, and pauses are in some way related to stress and intonation. Like-
wise, there is a great deal of evidence that these acoustic correlates are also affected
by other features, such as phonemic context and phrasal or sentence position. It was
therefore the purpose of this report to attempt to find, by controlled studies of natural
speech, a reasonable model for the relationship between stress, intonation, and the other
relevant features and such output correlates as fundamental frequency, pauses, and,
particularly, segment duration. The reason for this was both to transmit to the users
of the FRM the structural information available from the parser, and to try to increase
the naturalness of the speech. Before discussing in detail the experiments that were
performed, we shall address the question of what are the acoustic correlates of stress
and intonation, and attempt to rank their relative power in perception.
3
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II. INTENSITY AS AN ACOUSTIC CORRELATE OF STRESS
Classically, stress or "syllable prominence" has been identified as the perceived
"loudness" or "force of utterance" of a stressed syllable relative to other syllables of
an utterance. Hence it would not seem unreasonable to begin by asking if intensity is
indeed a relevant acoustic correlate of stress. Two experimental studies, one done by
Fry, and one by Morton and Jassem,9 which bear directly on the question of intensity
as an acoustic correlate of stress, will be discussed in some detail. We hope that these
studies will illustrate that, though intensity can be considered an acoustic correlate for
stress, it is possibly not as powerful a correlate as several others.
In the experiments done by Fry, 8 the question of the intensity acoustic correlate was
examined both from a production and a perception viewpoint. In his first experiment,
Fry had 12 American speakers read sentences containing words of the "digest" or "con-
tract" type, or words that had two forms, either a verb form or a noun form, depending
on whether stress occurred on the first or second syllable. He then analyzed these
utterances using a Kay sonograph, and measured the various intensity ratios and dura-
tions. The intensities that Fry measured were peak intensities occurring in each syl-
lable, and he noted that the peak intensity for each always occurred in the vowel segment
of the syllable. A summary of the intensity data for two test words, "object" and
"contract," is given in Fig. 2. The reason that the data appear to be linear is
because Fry brought the over-all intensity levels to the same value for all speakers.
Several things are immediately worth noting in these data. First, for both test
words, the data appear to fall into two groups, in which, as would be suggested by
the classical hypothesis, the higher relative intensity corresponds to the stressed
syllable. Second, a clear boundary exists between the two regions in the "object"
test word, but there is definitely some overlap in the case of "contract." Third,
the regional crossover points, if estimated, are vastly different from one word to
the other. This was a generally observed phenomenon, with the crossover points
varying from -3 dB to +3 dB (v 1 /v 2).
The fact that intensity data fall into regions would certainly appear to indicate
that intensity is at least a semiconsistent acoustic correlate of stress. The uncer-
tainty of the crossover points, however, coupled with the fact that listeners had no
trouble identifying the words correctly, indicates that intensity cannot be the sole cue
used in the perception of the stress of these words. Furthermore, the fact that
the crossover points did not all occur close to 0 dB (vl/v 2 ) indicates that it is not
simply the louder syllable that is heard as stressed. This might be explained by the
fact that some vowels are inherently more intense than others, due mainly to the dif-
ferent couplings observed between the glottal source and the vocal tract for various con-
figurations of the vocal tract. Hence, the perceiver might be reacting to vowel intensities
relative to a known norm, rather than directly to the relative intensity of the two vowels.
In order to examine the effects of intensity on the perception of stress, Fry
4
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Fig. 2. Results of Fry's intensity experiments for two words.
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Fig. 3. Results of Fry's perception experiments on intensity.
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synthesized the 5 test words (object, subject, digest, permit, and contract), while sys-
tematically varying both the intensity ratios of the two syllables and the durations
of the vowels in each syllable. The intensity ratios were -10, -5, 0, 5, and 10 dB
which, in most cases, covered the observed range of values in the first experiment. The
relative durations of the two syllables were also varied, where, in each case, the
observed range in the production experiment was divided into 5 representative parts.
Thus, a total of 25 synthesized words was recorded for each test word, and the resulting
tapes were played to subjects. Each subject was asked to identify the word that he heard
as either a noun or a verb. Hence, a 5 X 5 matrix of results was formed, the columns
showing the effect of varying intensity and the rows showing the effect of varying dura-
tion. Then, to examine the effects of intensity alone, an average was taken over the
rows. The results for the entire test and the results for each test word individually are
shown in Fig. 3.
These tests should show to what extent, if any, the acoustic correlate of intensity is
used in the perception of stress. There are three points that should be made here. First,
as the intensity ratios increase, so does the percentage of noun judgments. From this
it is fairly clear that intensity is indeed an acoustic cue in the perception of stress.
Second, the variation caused by the chosen intensity ratios was only 29%. Hence, it
might be argued that though intensity seems to be a cue, by itself it is not enough to
cover the entire range. In other words, in normal perception, other cues besides inten-
sity must also be used. Third, note that, in all cases, there is a slight bias toward
the "noun" judgment, i. e., stress on the first syllable. This agrees with observa-
tions by Bolinger ° that in words of this type produced with a monotone, as was
the case here, there is a slight tendency to hear the first syllable as stressed.
A much more recent paper by Morton and Jassem 9 has also sought to examine the
role of intensity (along with fundamental frequency and duration) in the perception of
stress. The methodology used in this experiment is in some ways considerably better
than that used by Fry. First, in order that their results might not be biased by "qual-
ity," or the "intrinsically" higher intensities of some vowels, Morton and Jassem used
test words in which the two syllables were identical. Second, so as not to produce
results limited to one vowel, they further decided to use 3 separate test words utilizing
3 separate vowels for all experiments. The 3 test words chosen were /sisi/, /soso/,
and /s os /, and these were synthesized and recorded with systematic variations in
intensity, fundamental frequency, and duration. The variations used in the intensity
experiments were -9, -6, and -3 dB from the equal-intensity norm. The prepared tapes
were then played to 60 subjects (3 X 60 = 180 responses), each of which was asked if the
"word" he just heard had stress on the first syllable, stress on the second syllable, or
if he could not determine which. "Difference numbers" were then calculated such that
D = number of stress on first syllable - number of stress on second syllable. It was
noted that no substantial differences occurred because of the use of different vowels,
and that the difference numbers for the control tests were -3, 0, -3, 4, 1, and 1,
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(i. e. , unsignificant). The results for the intensity variation tests alone are shown in
Table 1.
It can be seen that the results of this more careful test pretty well agree with the
results of Fry, at least qualitatively. First, intensity appears to be a consistent cue
Table 1. Results of Morton and Jassem's intensity experiments. (180 responses.)
EFFECTS ATTRIBUTABLE TO INTENSITY ALONE - D SERIES
Intensity Ratios (dB)
-9 -6 -3
IN -37 -17 -4
NI 62 47 1
I = INTENSITY VARIED
N = NORMAL INTENSITY (0 dB)
D = NUMBER OF SUBJECTS WHO CHOSE STRESS ON THE FIRST
SYLLABLE MINUS THE NUMBER OF SUBJECTS WHO CHOSE
STRESS ON THE SECOND SYLLABLE.
for stress, but, in addition, appears to be fairly weak. Here, as before, the tendency
to choose the first syllable as stressed in a monotone situation can also be seen. Fur-
thermore, note that intensity variation of -3 dB appears to have no significant effect on
the results.
So, by way of a summary, the following can be said about the role intensity plays
in the production and perception of stress. Studies have shown that increased intensity
is definitely an acoustic correlate of stress. Strong evidence indicates, however, that
intensity cannot be the only acoustic correlate of stress, and must, in general, act in
conjunction with other correlates.
7
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III. DURATION AS AN ACOUSTIC CORRELATE OF STRESS
It is well known that vowel durations in English (see Appendix C) vary considerably
as a function of context. For example, Peterson and Lehistell and Housel2 have shown
13
that, in general, vowels are longer before voiced consonants. Likewise, Denes showed
experimentally that changing vowel durations can influence the perception of the following
consonant as voiced or unvoiced. Mattingly 5 also presents a model for duration which
suggests that segment durations are longer before a pause. So it is clear that segment
durations vary noticeably as a function of many things other than stress. Do vowel dura-
tions, or, for that matter, consonant durations, vary in a stressed or unstressed con-
text? If they do vary, are they perceived acoustic correlates of stress, and, if so, how
does duration as an acoustic correlate of stress rank with intensity? These are ques-
tions that will be discussed with regard to the current literature.
The work of Fry ' and of Morton and Jassem9 has shed some additional light on
these questions. Fry, in his production experiments, measured the durations of the two
syllables in his test words for both noun and verb stress patterns. He observed, in each
case, that only the vowel durations varied measurably. The results of those measure-
ments for the test words "object" and "contract" are shown in Fig. 4. In the case of
"object," two distinct groupings are evident, with the (relatively) longer syllable being
the one receiving stress. A similar, but less clear-cut grouping is seen for "contract."
With the same reservations expressed here as for intensity, it would appear that an
increase in duration is indeed a positive acoustic correlate of stress.
But what about the relative strength of the two cues, intensity and duration? The
production experiments of both Fry8 and Jassem and Morton 9 are relevant to this ques-
tion. In Fry's production experiment, as discussed in Section II. both duration and
intensity were varied in synthesized test words to get a 5 X 5 matrix of average subject
response percentages. Now, in order to determine the effect of duration independent
of intensity, Fry averaged his results over the intensities. His results are plotted in
Fig. 5.
Likewise, Morton and Jassem varied their vowel durations, both independent of inten-
sity variations, and concurrent with changes in intensity. The changes in duration for
each vowel were taken to be +40%, +20%, -20%, and -40%. The results of these experi-
ments are shown in Table 2. (Note that since the previous experiment showed that
changes of -3 dB gave insignificant results, these changes are not included in Table 2.)
Two things are immediately evident from Fry's data. First, changes in duration
appear definitely to influence the perception of stress, and second, the influence of dura-
tion ratios, as shown by a response variation of 70%, seems to be somewhat greater
than that of the intensity ratios. It is unfortunate that Fry does not present the data of
his unaveraged matrix, since there is no way of telling from the results that he pre-
sented the particular effects of intensity and duration reinforcement and opposition,
Such is not the case with Morton and Jassem, but there does appear to be a definite
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Table 2. Results of Morton and Jassem's combined duration and
intensity experiments.
D SCORES FOR STIMULI INVOLVING INTENSITY AND DURATION
Duration Changes Intensity Changes
-9N -6N
N40 Q1 -84 -103
N20 -60 -79
0
N-20
N-40
Duration Changes
-40N
-20N
0
-37 -17
Q3 -39 -23
-22 7
0
-90
6
0
2
9
N-6 N-9
1 -10 Q
6 36
47 62
20 60 Q
44 49
Intensity Changes
-9N -6N
Q5 15 2
-44 -30
-37 -17
20N Q7 -60 -37
40N 27 38
0
8
O
O
12
43
N-6 N-9
-12 69 Q
11 41
47 62
53 62 Q8
54 90
N = NORMAL (NO CHANGE).
D = NUMBER OF STRESS ON THE FIRST-SYLLABLE RESPONSES MINUS
NUMBER OF STRESS ON THE SECOND-SYLLABLE RESPONSES.
problem inasmuch as the -40% stimulus appears to be abnormal. This point will be
ignored for the present, and considered later.
If we ignore the -40% stimulus and observe the case of no change in intensity, it
would appear that the +40% stimulus gives the expected results, namely, an increase
in the number of times it is considered stressed, but that all of the other results
seem biased toward stress on the first syllable. This may be due to the effect pre-
viously discussed, in which the first syllable in a two-syllable utterance appears to be
preferred in a monotone environment. The results on the zero intensity change axis are
more clear-cut, however. First, in regions where the two factors operate in the same
direction, they clearly reinforce each other (Q 1' Q4 ' Q 5, and QS). Second, in regions
where the factors operate in opposing directions, a +40% change in duration is about
equivalent to, or outweighs, a -9 dB or -6 dB change in intensity. Likewise, +20%
changes in duration are generally outweighed by either a -9 dB or a -6 dB change in
intensity. The data therefore present some quantitative idea of the equivalence of dura-
tion and intensity in opposition.
10
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The problem introduced by the -40% change in duration is not so much one of opposi-
tion to expected results as it is one of significance. Very few of the results obtained
with the -40% change, in fact, are significant. Morton and Jassem hypothesized that,
for some unknown reason, some individuals in their test group showed a definite pref-
erence for the shorter syllable where the -40% change occurred. This hypothesis was
checked, and we found that of the 17 subjects checked, 9 preferred the longer syllable
when a -40% change occurred, and 8 preferred the shorter. This result was very sig-
nificant, but no reason for these individual preferences was obvious.
So, it can be stated that according to the data available, durational changes in the
vowel segment of syllables represents a definite acoustic correlation for stress which
is as strong as, or stronger than, that of intensity. Furthermore, the available evidence
indicates that where these two factors act in the same direction, they tend to reinforce
each other.
11
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IV. FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY AS AN ACOUSTIC CORRELATE OF STRESS
Traditionally, many observers have considered fundamental frequency, which here-
after will be called Fo, to be in no way related to the production or perception of stress.
They believed that fundamental frequency was used solely in the perception of intonation,
and that stress was marked by "loudness" or "force." Many recent studies in the field,
however, appear to indicate that these opinions were grossly in error. In fact, it would
appear that the opposite is true, and that Fo may play the dominant role in the percep-
tion of stress.
If this is indeed true, many questions are left to be answered. What characteristics
of the Fo contour are used by the listener in his perception of stress? Is it the
absolute level of Fo, the jumps, the slopes, or the inflections of Fo, or some com-
bination of these things that are perceived as stress ? What about whispered speech,
where no Fo is present, but stress can still be clearly perceived? How does Fo rate
in power with the other acoustic correlates? It is questions such as these that will be
explored here.
First, it is worth while to note that the human being is capable of distinguishing very
small variations in fundamental frequency. Flanagan observed, in 1958, that subjects
could perceive Fo changes as small as 0. 3 Hz in a synthetic vowel environment. Hence
the human being appears to be well equipped physically to at least perceive variations
in Fo.
The question of the effect of step changes in Fo was explored, in 1958, by Fry.14
His approach was to take one test word that had either a noun or a verb form depending
on the placement of stress, namely "subject," and to synthesize it by using various
step changes in fundamental frequency between the two syllables. Fry used 16 step sizes,
ranging from 5 Hz to 90 Hz, while working from a reference frequency of 97 Hz. In
addition to his Fo changes, Fry incorporated into his test words the variations in dura-
tion used in his previous experiments on intensity and duration as acoustic cues.
This was to check the relative power of the duration and Fo cues in the perception
of stress in this context. The synthesized test words were then recorded and played
to subjects who were asked to make a "noun" or 'verb" judgment.
The results of these experiments are shown graphically in Fig. 6. Three points
are worth immediate attention. First, only the direction and not the magnitude of the
Fo changes appeared to have any effect on the data. Hence a downward jump of 5 Hz
was roughly equivalent to a downward jump of 90 Hz. This same kind of "all or nothing"
effect was also recorded by Morton and Jassen9 in their work with step Fo changes.
Second, the range of responses which could be produced by variations in duration was
somewhat reduced in the presence of Fo changes. Note that here the range of values
is 55% compared with 70% where no Fo changes occurred. Hence, it would appear that
step changes in Fo have the effect of reducing the effects of durational changes. Third,
an average difference of approximately 30% is observable between the "step-up" and
12
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"step-down" curves. This indicates quite clearly that the syllable with the higher Fo
value has a definite tendency to be considered as stressed.
Hence, it would appear that simple step changes in Fo represent a fairly effective
acoustic correlate for marking perceived stress. But immediately, two questions appear.
Is this the most effective way to mark a syllable as stressed for a perceiver? and Is
this the way it is done in real speech?
Light was shed on this first question by Fry's further work in the same study. In
order to examine the effect of inflected Fo changes, as well as simple step changes, Fry
again recorded the "subject" test word with its durational variations, but this time he
used a group of inflected Fo changes. All Fo contours varied between 97 Hz and 130 Hz,
and subjects were again asked to make the "noun"-"verb" decisions, this time in order
to ascertain which type of Fo change was most effective in communicating stress. The
two contours that Fry found to be most effective are shown in Fig. 7 and the results of
the duration tests using these two contours are shown graphically in Fig. 8.
Looking at Fig. 8, we can see that the effects observed for simple step changes can
also be seen, only greatly multiplied. The effect of these inflected changes in Fo is to
reduce the effectiveness of durational changes to a mere 35%. Likewise, it can be seen
that the effect of duration cannot bring the percentage of noun judgments below 50% in
the case of contour A or above 50% in the case of contour B. Hence, it would appear
that a properly inflected Fo contour is capable of practically swamping the effects of
duration, and this would mark such a contour as a very strong acoustical correlate of
stress.
Fo contours of the type shown in Fig. 7a were subsequently used, in conjunction with
variations in vowel durations, by Mattingly5 in an algorithm for the production of pro-
sodic features for synthesized speech. A stressed syllable nucleus was marked by a
jump in Fo, followed by a sharp downward slope determined by the stressed syllable
nucleus, Mattingly did his work for British English, and, as a result, the Fo contours
that he produced exhibited a much greater over-all downward slope than that observed
for American English. Although Mattingly's contours were capable of fairly consistently
transmitting the correct stress markings to the listeners, they sounded fairly unnatural.
The reason was, at least in part, that the proper Fo acoustic correlate, that is, the one
or ones found in real speech, is probably not a jump in frequency followed by a downward
slope, as shown in contour A. Hence it would be interesting to see what other types of
Fo contours might be effectively used to mark stress.
Bolinger O made a series of studies, in 1958, in which he tried to test the hypothesis
that Fo is always the main acoustic correlate of stress, and the way in which stress is
normally marked in real speech is by rapid inflections in the Fo contour. According to
Bolinger, these inflections could be a sharp rise followed by a sharp fall, a simple sharp
rise, or a simple sharp fall. Bolinger's experimental results, in general, were some-
what weak, mainly because he tended both to use few subjects in his perception experi-
ments and to give qualitative rather than quantitative results. The effect of a simple
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sharp inflected rise and a simple sharp inflected fall in Fo on the perception of stress
has been studied elsewhere, however.
In particular, Morton and Jassem, 9 in their study using the three test words "/soso/,"
"/sisi/," and "/s3s3/" investigated such a possibility. To do this, they synthesized
their three test words with Fo contours superimposed over them. The Fo contours con-
sisted in simply inflected rises and falls of 58%, 25%, and 9% from a base fundamental
frequency of 120 Hz. The results were then played to 60 subjects (180 responses),
who were given the option of choosing the first syllable as stressed, the second as
stressed, or neither as stressed. The D-numbers were then calculated, and the results
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Results for Morton and Jassem's experiments using inflected fundamental
frequency contours.
D SCORES FOR IDEMS INVOLVING CHANGES IN FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
Percentage change 58% 25% 9% -9% -25% -58%
Frequency (Hz) 190 151 130 110 96 76
FN 140 141 46 40 114 104
NF -165 -146 -143 -92 -130 -112
N = NORMAL (NO CHANGE).
F = FREQUENCY CHANGED.
D = NUMBER OF STRESS ON THE FIRST-SYLLABLE RESPONSES MINUS
NUMBER OF STRESS ON THE SECOND-SYLLABLE RESPONSES.
Several things should be noted in these data. First, any syllable in which an inflec-
tion in Fo occurred showed a strong tendency to be marked as stressed by the subjects.
This would support Bolinger's hypothesis that any inflection in Fo, either up or down,
could be considered an acoustic cue for stress. Although both positive and negative
inflections gave fairly strong results, the D-numbers for a positive inflection were, in
general, noticeably larger than for the negative inflections. Hence, it would appear that
upward inflections are better stress cues than downward inflections. Second, it would
appear that inflections of 58% and 25% were more or less equivalent in their ability to
mark stress. This would agree with the results previously observed by Fry for step
changes in Fo, in which only the direction and not the magnitude of the Fo change
appeared to be important. The current data, however, would indicate that, for inflected
changes, either direction is acceptable and roughly equivalent, as long as the change is
great enough to be perceived. This criterion, in the case of these experiments, seems
to be met by Fo changes somewhat greater than 9 (10 Hz).
So it would appear from a perception point of view that changes in Fo, particularly
inflected changes, form a very effective acoustic cue for stress. In fact, from the
15
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available data, changes in Fo appear to be the strongest acoustic correlates of stress,
and, when present, have a noticeable tendency to override the effects of the other cor-
relates. But other studies seem to indicate that, in some cases, Fo need not be the main
perceived acoustic cue for stress. Work by Meyer-Eppler 1 6 and Sharfl7 indicates that
in whispered speech, where clearly no Fo cue could be used, there was a strong tendency
for subjects to increase vowel durations and relative intensities. Meyer-Eppler also
observed variations in the third formant which seemed to be influenced by the missing
pitch contour. Hence it may be true that in the absence of an Fo contour subjects would
rely more strongly on the other acoustic correlates of stress. No good study has been
found on this subject, so the hypothesis needs to be strengthened.
The concept of redundancy in the speech signal is not new. It is understandably true
that in an average utterance there are acoustic cues acting in combination to produce
stress. This was clearly pointed out, in 1966, in a study by O'Mally and Peterson.18
They took 15 two-syllable words with stress shifts according to noun or verb usage and
recorded them in both forms on magnetic tape. The results were then passed through
a device that effectively distorted the spectrum in such a way as to destroy the phonemic
information. The intensity and duration information was retained, however, and they
had an alternative loop by which Fo information could be added in, if desired. The
recorded words, thus distorted, were played to 12 subjects, who were asked to choose
which syllable was stressed. The results of this experiment are shown in Table 4. What
Table 4. Results of O'Mally and Peterson's study of perceived stress.
PER CENT CORRECT JUDGMENT OF STRESS
Fundamental
Stimulus No Frequency Power
Conditions Distortion and Power Only
100% 97 3% 96 4%
.100% 88 5 86 13%o
, ? 93% 82 ± 6% 58 ± 13%
, ? 97% 87 7 82 10%
average 98% 88 4 82 6%
is immediately obvious from these results is that, in the presence of the Fo cues, sub-
jects were able to do a very good job of placing the stress. What is also obvious is that
they continued to do quite a good job when the effects of Fo were removed. Therefore,
it would appear that, though Fo may be the major acoustic cue for perceived stress when
it is available, the other acoustic cues are redundant enough to also supply the stress
information.
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Along this same line, Lieberman, 9 in doing some production experiments on sub-
glottal pressure and Fo, noted that some of his subjects produced, in conjunction with
their Fo cues, consistent duration and intensity cues. This was not always the case,
and others of his subjects sometimes "left out" some correlates of stress. This,
Lieberman observed, appeared to be individual differences among subjects.
These results, together with other studies presented thus far, seem to imply the
following. From a perception point of view, Fo inflections appear to be a very powerful
perceived acoustic correlate of stress. In general, other acoustic correlates are pres-
ent, but to what degree they may vary from subject to subject and on the basis of
speaking condition and intent is not clear. In the absence of Fo cues, these other acous-
tic correlates serve as effective cues for stress. Such things as the subject's parsing
of a particular sentence, his semantic interpretation of an utterance, or his knowledge
of potential word stress may also influence his perception of stress.
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V. ACOUSTIC CORRELATES OF INTONATION
Linguistically, intonation can be defined as the perceived "pitch" of an utterance, and
several common pitch contours are recognized by linguists. Of the several types of into-
national contours identified, however, probably only two should be of real interest in
the FRM context. This is because most types of intonational contours reflect not stress
or syntactic information, but rather the speaker's emotions or attitudes. The correct
use of such intonational contours would require some form of semantic analysis, which,
at least for the present, is far beyond the scope of the Reading Machine.
There are, however, two intonational contours, the "high riser' and the "low fall,"
whose uses are syntactically determined. In particular, the "low-fall" contour normally
denotes a factual statement, while the "high-rise" contour denotes either a question or
a sentence breath group that is nonfinal. These contours might be very useful in the
FRM, and it is appropriate to see what information is available from publications on the
acoustic correlates of these quantities.
Traditionally, all elements of intonation, and, in particular, the two mentioned above,
have been considered to have as their major acoustic correlate fundamental frequency.
Other possible acoustic correlates for intonation have been mentioned from time to time
(e. g., Meyer-Epplerl 6 indicated that the motion of the third formant might be related
to intonation), but in general there is little experimental evidence to indicate either their
role or their importance. Questions concerning the role of Fo in intonation, from both
perceptual and production points of view have been studied more closely.
Evidence about the behavior of Fo from a production point of view may be found in
two papers presented by Denes. 2 1 In these studies, Denes had linguistically trained
speakers produce low-fall, high-fall, low-rise, high-rise, fall-rise and rise-fall into-
nations on simple vowels, CV, and VC combinations. Using a lowpass filtering tech-
nique, Denes then collected data on the fundamental frequency contours of these
utterances. From these tracings, Denes observed several interesting things. First, he
noted that the Fo patterns observed for the intonational contours of interest did behave
as their names implied. That is, that in the low-fall intonational contour, Fo generally
fell at the end, while in the high-rise contour, Fo generally rose at the end. Second,
he observed that, in general, all of his Fo contours began in very nearly the same
region, and most of the variations occurred at the ends of the utterances. This is in
agreement with Leiberman's idea that the basic underlying Fo contour in General
American speech is nearly flat throughout and that variations occur only near the end.
Third, he found that most of the Fo slope variations occurred in the vowel segments,
and that Fo in the consonant segments either tended toward an intermediate value or, if
at the end of an utterance, continued at a constant slope. This might agree with
Bolinger's hypothesis that Fo variations are only "heard" in the vowel segments.
Evidence supporting the hypothesis that Fo contours also play an important role in
the perception of intonation may be found in the previously discussed study of O'Mally
18
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and Peterson. 5 In this study, they had subjects produce 15 words with noun-verb oppo-
sition caused by stress placement, and also had the subject produce the words with a
statement and a question intonation. The taped results were then fed into a device that
destroyed the phonemic structure of the test words, but retained intensity, duration and,
optionally, fundamental frequency. Twelve subjects were then asked to listen to the
results, and to decide whether what they heard was a statement or question. The results
of that study are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Results of O'Mally and Peterson's study of intonation.
PER CENT CORRECT JUDGMENT OF INTONATION
Fundamental
Stimulus No Frequency Power
Conditions Distortion and Power Only
_. 100% 97 i 3 92 8%
-' 100% 85 ± 10% 52 ± 17%
' ? 100% 91 ± 5% 41 15%
'? o100% 83 ± 11% 58 17%
average 100% 89 ± 3% 59 ± 6%
Two important things emerge from these data. First, when subjects had Fo infor-
mation available they had little trouble in identifying the correct intonation, the over-all
judgments being correct 89% of the time. Second, the results when no Fo information
was available show that the correct judgment was made only 59% of the time, or 9% above
random. These results clearly mark Fo as a very important acoustic correlate of into-
nation.
A more quantitative study on the perception of statement and question intonations
was made, in 1964, by Hadding-Koch and Studdert-Kennedy.23 The purpose of their
experiments was to determine whether a rising final Fo contour was always heard as a
question, if a falling final Fo contour was always heard as a statement, and what effect,
if any, the rest of the Fo contour had on the perception of the final rise or fall. All work
in this study was done for both American and Swedish subjects, but only the results for
American subjects will be discussed here.
Hadding-Koch and Studdert-Kennedy began by choosing a phrase, in particular "for
Jane," which was acceptable to both American and Swedish subjects. They then produced
two series of Fo contours, the S and the H series, which they superimposed over their
synthesized test utterance. The S series was subdivided into three subseries, as shown
in Fig. 9. All members of the S-series began at 250 Hz and rose to 370 Hz. From here,
the three subseries fell to three different turning points, 220, 175, and 130 Hz, and,
19
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subsequently, rose or fell to seven separate levels, ranging from 130 Hz to 370 Hz. The
H series was identical to the S series, except that the central peak value was 310 Hz
rather than 370 Hz. The purpose of these two series was to test the effect of turning
point and previous peak height or the perception of the statement and question intona-
tions.
Once the appropriate tapes were prepared, the results were played to 24 American
subjects, who were asked to judge whether utterances that they heard were statements
or questions. The results of these experiments are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
The first, and most important, point to be made concerning these results is that,
for both the H series and the S series, the higher the final point, the greater the per-
centage of questions perceived. This is clearly what would be expected if a rising final
intonation is to be identified as a question. Additional interesting points can be seen if
the crossover points, the points where 50%o of the utterances are perceived as questions,
are considered. The crossover point for S1, S2, and S3, respectively, are approxi-
mately 120, 40, and -50, and for Hi, H2, and H3 170, 110, and 70, respectively. Several
things can be noted from this. First, since the crossover point for S3 is negative, it
is clear that a falling Fo contour can be perceived as a question. Likewise, the fact
that all of the other turning points are positive indicates that rising final slopes can, in
fact, be perceived as statements. Hence it is possible that what is perceived as a rising
intonation may in fact be only a change in the slope of the final Fo contour toward a rising
direction. Second, comparing the turning points within each subgroup brings another
matter to light. It would appear that the greater the turning point and hence the smaller
the downward slope, the greater the final rise needs to be to produce a perceived ques-
tion. In other words, if the Fo is sloping steeply near the end of an utterance, then only
a less steep downward slope or a small upward slope at the end is needed to produce a
question. Likewise, if the Fo slope near the end is small, then a greater rise must be
imposed to produce a question. Third, a comparison of the two series shows that, in
every case, the crossover points in the H series are greater than those in the S series.
The lower the central Fo peak, the greater must be the terminal rise to effect a ques-
tion intonation. From the previous discussion of Fo as related to stress, it can be seen
that the higher rises in the center of the Fo contours can probably be identified as
stronger stress. Hence, another way to state this observation is the greater the pre-
ceding stress in an utterance, the less the final rise must be to impose a "question" per-
ception.
Perhaps, a further point should be made before concluding this discussion. That is,
data are available on the time of the ending Fo inflection for question and statement into-
nations. Both Denes 2 4 and Lieberman, 1 9 reporting from production experiments, report
that the average observed time for the final rise of a question intonation is between
150 ms and 200 ms. Hence we may note that the times of the phenomena that have been
discussed are relatively small compared with the average lengths of utterances.
In summary, then, it can be said that fundamental frequency seems to be a very
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powerful acoustic correlate of intonation. Likewise, it may be said, in general, that
the "high-rise" and "low-fall" intonations describe fairly well the shape of the Fo
contours involved. Nevertheless, from a perception point of view, variations in
shapes and slopes do occur, and probably further study is needed before any form
for an intonational algorithm can be suggested.
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VI. INITIAL BIAS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
Before describing the experiments that were performed, it is important to under-
stand precisely what problem solution was investigated. Now, as was seen, stress and
intonation have the demonstrable acoustic correlates intensity, segment duration, and
fundamental frequency. The problem is to control some or all of these acoustic corre-
lates from information available from the FRM. But which ones should be the subject
of this report?
It is noteworthy that intensity appeared to be the weakest of the three correlates of
interest. Likewise, Leiberman,l9 in his work on work prominence, fundamental fre-
quency, and subglottal pressure, notes that at least one of his subjects did not consis-
tently use intensity as a correlate of stress, and, indeed, often had lower intensities
on his stressed vowels. Hence it would appear that intensity is not really a strong cor-
relate of stress, and it would not seem unreasonable to ignore it in the initial experi-
ments.
Duration, on the other hand, would seem to be quite a strong correlate of stress.
Likewise, it is well known that segment durations are affected by many other factors
besides stress, such as phonemic context,l2 location in a phrase,5 and even possibly
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position in a syllable. Each of these phenomena has been observed in isolation, but
how they are interrelated in an actual sentence is not well understood. We thought that
the effect of stress on durations, along with a study of the effects of the other relevant
factors, would make a good problem, and it is indeed our main subject. In particular,
we shall try to find a set of rules for the acceptable control of all segment durations from
information available from the FRM.
This does not imply that Fo is considered to be a weak correlate of stress. Quite
the contrary, it is recognized that Fo is a strong correlate of stress, and, as has been
shown, in some cases can be stronger than duration. Therefore, whenever possible,
studies of Fo will be made simultaneously with duration in a hope of relating the two phe-
nomena. Nonetheless, duration remains the major topic here.
With this major topic of interest, it is now in order to examine precisely what infor-
mation is available from the FRM, and to try to determine precisely what constraints
this places on the form of the problem solution. First, clearly, a complete phonemic
string for the input sentence is available from the grapheme-to-phoneme translation
routine. This provides the information necessary for understanding the contextual dura-
tional effects. Likewise, if necessary, the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion routines
are capable of providing word boundaries and probably even syllable boundaries, should
they be required. Hence the information necessary to predict syllabic durational effects,
if any, is available.
There is, however, a more subtle point connected with the FRM's phoneme string.
It must be noted that a "phoneme" is not really an acoustic unit at all, but is generally
defined in linguistic terms. This makes the phoneme" more abstract than physical. So
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what we must really deal with is a mapping of a phoneme on the acoustic domain, which
will be called a "functional segment." Such functional segments have durations, and
are meaningful from the point of view of the speech-synthesis routines. Clearly, to mea-
sure durations in the acoustic domain, the boundaries between the different functional
segments must be well defined. Such a definition, similar to one suggested by Peterson
and Lehiste, is given in Appendix C. It was these rules which were used to segment
the utterances in the durational experiments.
A second type of information available from the FRM is the structural and stress
information available from the parser. The FRM parser3 is capable of bracketing the
noun phrases and prepositional phrases in a sentence, while leaving all other elements
as unbracketed constituents. Also, the parser can provide the internal phrase stress
levels (see Appendix B) and/or the internal phrase bracketing. The particular form of
this parser serves to place two major constraints on the form of the problem solution.
The first constraint concerns the intonational structure of the output sentence. Now,
it is well known that in English most short sentences are said in a single breath group.
If one believes, however, that stress levels have acoustic correlates, then clearly one
must have available sentence level stress, which the FRM parser is not capable of sup-
plying. Hence its output should not be used to produce whole sentences on the same
breath group. Lieberman 19 has pointed out, however, that sentences need not be said
on one breath group to be acceptable in English. In particular, it is even acceptable to
say each word as a single breath group. Likewise, it is also acceptable to say major
constituents as single breath groups. Hence if one were to say all of the noun phrases,
prepositional phrases, and unbracketed constituents supplied by the parser as separate
breath groups, then one should have an acceptable output. In particular, all breath
groups but the last should be said on a "high-rise" intonation, while the last should have
a "low-fall" intonation. As an example, the sentence "The man in the red hat was killed
in the house" could be said
The man in the red hat was killed in the house
high rise high rise high rise high rise low fall
This is not as acceptable as a single breath group, but clearly is more acceptable than
single words on a breath group. It should be noted here that this particular form of the
output intonation limits the region of interest to noun phrases and prepositional phrases
- clearly a more reasonable field of study than all possible sentence contexts.
The second constraint associated with the parser is more implied than forced. This
is the fact that it gives as output stress levels, rather than internal phrase bracketing.
The implication here is that one should expect to find direct acoustic correlates for the
stress levels themselves, and should begin by investigating say "1" stressed syllables
(see Appendix B). The problem with this is that 'stress" is defined introspectively, and,
like "phoneme," is more of an abstract than a physical term. Therefore, there is no
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reason to believe that stress levels per se have any direct acoustic correlates. This
does not mean that no supersegmental information is available in speech, since clearly
it is, and likewise not that people do not "hear" stress, since they do. It is simply to
point out the possibility that perceived stress is really an interpretation of different cues
reflecting surface structure, rather than a particular stress level.
The third, and last, information set which is available from the FRM is word-level
stress in multisyllable words. It suffices to say that clearly this information must be
available if one seeks to handle multisyllable words in context. To summarize, the prob-
lem is to supply an acceptable set of functional segment durations from information
available through the FRM. But what type of approach should be taken?
There are essentially two types of approach that might be taken. First, one could
work entirely in the perception domain, and attempt to devise ways, using synthetic
speech, to determine which elements are perceptually significant. This procedure is
reasonable in many ways, but, in this case, has two major drawbacks. First, current
speech synthesis routines are not really good enough so that segmental synthesis prob-
lems can be separated from the supersegmental effects to be tested. Second, it is not
clear from the current available data precisely what tack to begin with.
The second approach would be to work in the production domain, to do studies of real
speech. This method has the advantage of including all relevant phonomena for study,
and, likewise, adding to the present somewhat meager information on durational speech
behavior. (It also should be noted that no universality is sought in this solution, since
only one good algorithm is needed, or, in other words, a careful study of a few subjects
might be more fruitful than a coarse study of many.) There are several facts about
English, however, which tend to make this a most difficult task.
First, as is well known, spoken English is exceedingly redundant in the cues which
it gives to the listener. In particular, word recognition, structural interpretation, and
semantic interpretations of what is heard all form overlapping sets for the understanding
of a spoken sentence. Hence there is no question that the speaker need not necessarily
supply a complete set of stress, intonational or junctural cues to be understood cor-
rectly. This leads, expectedly, to acoustic correlates which vary considerably, even
when the sentences are all spoken by the same subject.
Second, and perhaps more important, is the variation between individual speakers.
Lieberman, in experiments on the relationship of word prominence, fundamental fre-
quency, and subglottal pressure, reports noticeable variations between individual sub-
jects, not only in their output correlates, but in the actual ways in which the output
correlates are produced. And yet, all of his subjects produced easily intelligible and
natural sentences. Hence it would appear that a speaker of English has a good deal
of leeway in how he can make an utterance and still be well understood.
Third, it is well known that acceptable English sentences can be spoken at vastly
different rates. A sentence spoken very slowly or very quickly is still perfectly accept-
able, and still easily understood. Hence, great care must be taken in the design of
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each experiment to insure meaningful results.
The point which the three previous statements should bring out is that undoubtedly
the mapping from the underlying sentence representation to the actual acoustic signal
in spoken English is one to many, and, likewise, the perceptual mapping must be many
to one. Our problem, in this context, can be said to be to find one such mapping that
is acceptable to American subjects. The multiplicity of acceptable acoustic signals for
a single sentence both simplifies and complicates this problem. It is simplified, since
subjects (perceivers) will accept a wide variety of acoustic signals as natural and cor-
rect, and hence there is some leeway in the writing of the actual rules. It is complicated
by the fact that in searching for these rules by looking at produced speech, the acoustic
correlates of stress and intonation need not be well marked or even consistent.
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VII. AN INITIAL EXPERIMENT WITH MULTISYLLABLE WORDS
In the first experiment, we decided to look for fairly global acoustic correlates for
stress and structure. In particular, three subjects were asked to record a set of
20 single-syllable words and 20 three-word phrases (Table 6). The phrases were chosen
to represent the most common three-word structural combinations in English, and the
words to incorporate as many acoustic correlates of stress as possible. We hoped that
any global acoustic correlates for stress would be observable, and could be identified
in the reduced data.
The data reduction was done as follows. A narrow-band and a broadband spectro-
gram for each recorded utterance was made on a Kay sonograph. Using the narrow-band
spectrograms, we made plots of Fo vs time for each utterance. Using the broadband
spectrograms, we measured and tabulated the duration for each functional segment. No
attempt was made to split glides and vowels, since, in general, this is a very difficult
problem. We then attempted to correlate the stress, the stress combination, and the
structural group with such things as Fo changes, absolute Fo levels, vowel durations,
consonant durations, syllable and word durations, and relative vowel and consonant
amplitudes.
Of all the tests made, only two showed any clear results. The first of these was
when the difference between the lowest Fo value in the first stressed vowel and the peak
Fo value in the second stressed vowel were plotted as a function of their stress com-
bination and their phrasal position. The results of that experiment can be seen in Fig. 1.
Two things are noteworthy in these results. First, it is only the transition from 2- to 1-
and 1- to 2-level stress (see Appendix C) which is clearly and consistently marked by the
subjects. Second, a definite dropping of the Fo contour can be seen near the end of an
utterance. This is probably due to a reduction in subglottal pressure, and clearly must
be included in any model for the acoustic correlates of stress.
The second interesting result was obtained when consonant durations were plotted
as a function of syllable position and stress combination (rising or falling stress). The
results of that experiment are shown in Fig. 12, and can be stated in general as follows:
Consonants at the beginning of a syllable tended to be longer than at the end, and con-
sonants in a rising stress configuration tended to be longer than in a falling stress con-
figuration. This might be important because it could give an initial direction for the
research on consonant duration. It should be pointed out, however, that these results
were based on comparatively few points per consonant, and, for this reason, must be
considered suspect.
Despite these two results, the knowledge gained from the experiment was very small.
The general reason for this is probably that this kind of experiment is not very well
suited to finding a description of the acoustic correlates of stress. Too many other
phenomena not directly related to stress are present, and they mask the effects of stress.
The particular reasons for no good duration results can also be stated. First, because
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Table 6. Input words and phrases for the initial multisyllable
word tests.
Group #1
Single Words
1. Hello
2. Go
3. Bird
4. Permit
5. Permit
6. Contract
7. Contract
8. Subject
9. Subject
10. Object
11. Object
12. Ambitious
13. Stupendous
14. Coordination
15. Intercontinental
16. Strenuous
17. Coordinate
18. Speak
Group #2
[ [X] NVA[ [Y] [Z] ]NVA
1. Big black board
2. Light house keeper
3. Green wall paper
4. Small light house
5. Bright green house
Group #3
NVA[ NVA[ [X] [Y] ]NVA [Z] ]NVA
I. Light house keeper
2. Water melon seeds
3. Wall paper paste
4. Black board eraser
5. Red bird wing
Group #4
[ [X] [ [Y[ Z] ] ]
1. Bright green house
2. Stupid dirty quadruped
3. Stupendous gray elephant
4. Noisy pink hippopotomus
5. Dusty broken record
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Fig. 11. Fundamental frequency changes measured from the end of stressed
vowel in first word to peak Fo in second word vs the stress combina-
tion of the two words.
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vowels have different inherent lengths and their lengths vary as a function of the fol-
lowing consonant, and many vowels occurred as unsplittable vowel-glide combinations,
the effect of stress on vowel durations was very hard to see. Likewise, the presence
of multiple-syllable words tended to mask the form of the Fo contours which might be
due to stress. Hence we decided to perform a second experiment in which an attempt
was made to control the extraneous durational effects and to eliminate the multiple-
syllable masking of the Fo contour.
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VIII. VOWEL DURATION IN SINGLE-SYLLABLE WORDS
The major purpose of this experiment was to try to control for extraneous durational
and Fo effects while using essentially the same format of the first experiment. To do
this, it was decided to use only one vowel, /ae/, and to normalize that vowel's duration
for effects due to the following consonant and its position in the utterance. To do this,
a list of fifty single-syllable words and a group of fifteen three-word phrases was com-
piled as before (see Table 7). These lists were read by subjects, and the data was
reduced as before.
The main assumption here was that a vowel's duration could be expressed as a func-
tion of the following consonant, its syllable position, and its stress level, or structural
position. To try to find this function, the vowel durations for the single syllable words
in isolation were plotted as a function of the following consonants. The results are
shown in Figs. 13. Two things concerning these data are noteworthy. First, the vowel
durations definitely grouped as a function of the following consonant, and 5 groups could
be readily identified. These were the durations before voiced stop consonants (d, b, g),
before unvoiced stop consonants (t, p, k), before voiced fricatives (z), before unvoiced
fricatives (s), and before nasals (m, n). Second, comparison of data among subjects
shows that there are definite individual differences. Hence the subjects had to be con-
sidered individually and not as a group.
Several models were tried for describing the normalization for vowel duration,
but the one that fitted best is
V. D. = B. D. + X B. D. + PP.
In this expression, V. D. is the vowel duration. B. D. is a basic duration determined
by the following consonant. There were 5 values for B. D. corresponding to the 5 groups
noted in the single-word data. X is a factor attributable to stress or structural loca-
tion. PP is a prepausal lengthening factor whose value is zero if the vowel is either
not the last vowel in the phrase or the last vowel in the phrase but followed by an
unvoiced stop consonant (model suggested by Mattingly5). Otherwise, it takes on a con-
stant value.
Clearly, the value of interest is X, and the criterion of goodness for the normali-
zation was how well the X values could be made to group and still have the data agree
with the average single-word groups. With this particular model, very good groupings
were obtained. The results of 3 of the phrase types for Subject #1 are shown graphi-
cally in Figs. 14, 15, and 16, and comparative data among subjects is tabulated in
Table 8. Two things should be pointed out. First, the groupings that were obtained with
this model for the X values were quite close and consistent. Second, again great indi-
vidual differences are noticeable between subjects, both in the X values and in the basic
durations. Hence we can argue that averaging techniques are not the best way
to find acoustic correlates for prosodic features, but rather the individual subject
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Table 7. Input words and phrases for the single-syllable word tests.
Group #1
Single Words
1. sad
2. sack
3. fat
4. fad
5. bat
6. back
7. bad
8. bap
9. bam
10. ban
11. dam
12. sam
13. nam
14. pan
15. fan
16. can
17. sass
18. bass
19. mass
20. man
21. mad
22. nab
23. nap
24. bab
25. sack
Group #2 Group #3
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
dap
damp
gad
gap
man
tag
fag
pad
pass
pack
sap
tap
tan
tat
cap
cat
cab
jazz
zap
zam
zad
maz
chad
shad
gas
Group #4
[ [X] [ [Y] [Z] ] [ [X] [ [Y] [Z] ] ]
1. Sad sad sack
2. Fat cat man
3. Mad bad man
4. Damp mad man
5. Tan back sack
1. Mad man jazz
2. Sad sad sack
3. Fat cat man
4. Damp mad man
5. Back sack gap
1. Sad sad sack
2. Sad fat bat
3. Bad tan cat
4. Damp tan cap
5. Mad bad man
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Fig. 13. Raw vowel durations taken for single-syllable words vs following
consonant. (a) Subject #1. (b) Subject #2. (c) Subject #3.
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Table 8. Average X values tabulated as a
and vocal position.
(X nva ((Y)(Z))nva )
Subject X Y
1
2
3
. 14 (. 29)
. 01 (. 15)
-. 01 (. 11)
function of subject, phrase structure,
Stress 213
z
.07 (. 28)
-. 22 (. 19)
-. 25 (. 17)
-. 36 (. 11)
-. 32 (. 06)
-. 33 (. 04)
Subject
1
2
3
nva (nva ((X)(Y))nva(Z ))nva
X Y
-. 37 (. 33)
-. 36 (. 15)
-. 35 (. 15)
.04 (. 22)
-. 27 (. 12)
-. 28 (. 11)
Stress 132
z
. 12 (. 24)
-. 15 (. 17)
-. 14 (. 16)
Stress 231
Subject X
1 .13 (. 09)
2 . 02 (10)
3 -. 08 (. 10)
Y
.24 (.
.04 (.
-. 06 (.
28)
25)
09)
z
.22 (.34)
07 (. 10)
.06 (. 13)
Parenthetic numbers are the spread of observed values.
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((X)((Y)(Z)))
must be considered.
It is not clear that the results of the experiment indicate anything about the mech-
anism of speech production in human beings. But whether this model for vowel duration
is "basic" or not is not really of interest. The point is that this model gives a consistent
method for reproducing observed vowel durations by rule, and hence represents a step
toward writing rules for computer synthesized speech.
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IX. AN INITIAL MODEL FOR SINGLE-SYLLABLE WORDS
Using the results of the second experiment and the fundamental frequency data given
below, we may now suggest an initial model for the acoustic correlates of stress. To
understand how this model works, first observe the Fo data presented in Fig. 17. All
of the Fo contours for final two-word compounds (for Subject #1) are plotted on a single
graph. Notice that all Fo curves have the same general form. Also in Fig. 17 all Fo
contours for adjectives either before another adjective or a one stressed noun (not a com-
pound) are plotted on a single graph (e. g. , in the phrase 'sad fat bat" the Fo contours
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17. Comparison of various contours for final two-word
compounds and leading adjectives.
for both "sad" and "fat" would be plotted). Notice, once again, that all of the Fo con-
tours for these words have the same general form. This phenomenon, namely that the
form of the Fo contour for a particular word could be fairly well predicted by identifying
its structural location (for one subject), was observable throughout the Fo data for all
subjects. In particular, the following results were found within each subject's data:
1.
2.
pound
The fundamental-frequency contours for two-word compounds were very similar.
The fundamental-frequency contours for adjectives before anything but a com-
were very similar.
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3. The fundamental-frequency contours for adjectives before compounds were sim-
ilar.
4. The fundamental-frequency contours for the third word in three-word compounds
were very similar.
5. The fundamental frequency contours for single stressed words were similar.
As before, great variations were found among subjects, and, of course, some varia-
tions were observed within an individual subject's data. Some of these minor variations
appeared to be random, but at least two were observed to be predictable. First, Fo
always exhibited a small jump following an unvoiced sequence. Second, when the Fo
contours were observed to be similar for words that could occur in several phrasal posi-
tions (two-word compounds or adjectives before other adjectives or noncompound nouns)
the occurrences nearer the end of the phrases were observed to have a lower Fo contour
(see Fig. 18). Both of these phenomena were previously predicted by Mattingly's Fo
model. 6
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( THREE -WORD COMPOUND)
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I I I
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400 600
Fig. 18. Comparison of two-compound Fo contours for final
and nonfinal position.
So, as far as Fo is concerned, it would appear that the following model would be
reasonable. First, identify the structural locations suggested above. Second, use rules
associated with each structural location to predict a basic Fo contour. (These rules
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would, of course, vary greatly from subject to subject, and on the basis of segmental
durations). Third, add in the predictable variations discussed above. But notice that
the structural locations that were meaningful from the point of view of Fo are also mean-
ingful from a durational viewpoint. In particular, for all subjects, the X values for
two-word compounds were always nearly the same wherever the compound occurred,
the X values for adjectives before other adjectives or one stressed noncompound nouns
were nearly the same, and so on. Hence, we could use the structural locations listed
above to predict both Fo contours and vowel durations. This model might be formalized
as follows: For each of the structural categories above there exists a transform. The
transform will operate between particular structural groups and parameters for the con-
trol of the output acoustic correlates (Fo, phoneme duration, pauses, etc.). The trans-
forms are the following.
Structural Transform
Group Name
1. Two-word compound (first word) C1
2. Modifiers not before compounds St
3. Modifiers before compounds SO $
4. Third word in compound C3
5. One stressed noncompound noun S1
6. Two-word compound (second word) CZ
The phrase structure will denote a string of transforms as described above. For example,
the phrase "sad, sad, sadsack" would denote the transform string:
S1 S[] C1 C2
Each transform will have associated with it an X value and fundamental-frequency con-
tour, which it will use, along with consonant duration values, to specify the Fo contour
and the segmental durations.
This model is now capable of handling right-branching structures with compounds
for single-syllable words using the vowel /ae /. It is, therefore, a very restricted model.
Clearly, to be of use, it must be expanded to control left-branching structure, multiple-
syllable words and all of the vowels. But at least it represents a beginning in the
description of natural prosodic features.
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X. AN EVALUATION OF THE INITIAL MODEL
An initial model has been suggested as a possible basis for future work on the seg-
ment duration problem. This model may be discussed from at least three points of view:
its adequacy with respect to its experimental scope; the hypotheses for expanded work
which it suggests; and certain facets of the actual experimental results.
With regard to this model's adequacy, several things are immediately evident. First,
the results obtained were only for one vowel, /ae/. With this in mind, another experi-
ment with the same basic format (see Table 9) as the experiment in Section VII was per-
formed using the vowel /I/instead of /ae/. A comparison of the results for the two
experiments is shown in Table 10. From these data, it should be obvious that the same
model, using different basic duration values and different PP values, is adequate for
describing the durational behavior of both vowels. In particular, the X values turned
out to be nearly identical. This was the case for all three subjects. Hence, it would
appear that it would not be unreasonable to assume that this model might be easily
expanded to include all vowels.
A second point with respect to adequacy is the fact that not all of the consonants are
represented as following consonants. This is true in both the /e/ and the /I/ exper-
iments. This is indeed a legitimate point, but it is not as important as it might appear
at first. Previous work by Housel2 has shown, at least qualitatively, essentially the
same results as in these experiments, so the apparent expansion of the I's" group to
include all fricatives is really an expansion based on previous experience.
A more subtle point with respect to this model's adequacy concerns the function that
predicts the vowel durations. In particular, the vowel duration was bound to be a func-
tion of consonant context, structure, and phrasal location. It was not found to be a func-
tion of syllable or word position, as might be expected. Clearly, this was because
all vowels in this study were both preceded and followed by consonants in the same syl-
lable; hence, any effect of syllabic location was normalized out. One should not lose
sight, however, of the fact that durational effects related to word and syllable boundaries
might occur in future experiments.
A last point concerning adequacy concerns the fact that this model makes no pretext
of predicting consonant durations. Any model that hopes to be successful must also pre-
dict consonant durations, but this problem will not be addressed here because there is
ample evidence that most of the durational effects occur in the vowel segments, and a
model for vowel duration is probably considerably more important than one for conso-
nants.
The strongest hypothesis implicit in the model has to be that one can break up a
phrase into transforms, and that these transforms then act independently of one another.
Hence, the two phrases "sad sad man" and "indignant sad octopus" both have the
same structure, and, likewise, the same transform string - "St St Si." There-
fore, if these transforms really act independently, then the duration of "sad" in both
40
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Table 9. Words and phrases for an extension single-syllable word test
using the vowel ( ).
Group #1, Experiment #4
Additional Vowel
1. kit
2. kick
3. kip
4. pig
5. bib
6. sid
7. mid
8. kid
9. fib
10. pin
11. sin
12. din
13. dim
14. tim
15. tick
16. Dick
17. pit
18. sit
19. siss
20. miss
21. kiss
22. sip
23. nip
24. jig
25. mig
Group #2
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
Group #3
sib
kim
kizz
dizz
fizz
fif
fifth
drips
trips
mist
kits
pits
sits
migs
figs
pigs
fibbed
bibbed
frisk
disk
missed
kissed
krip
drip
trip
Group #4
[ X [ Y [Z] ] ] [X NVA[ [Y] [Z] ]NVA]
1. fifth dim kid
2. big sick pig
3. sick thin tick
4. thin dim kick
5. big thin sin
1. dim sinkid
2. mig midpin
3. fifth kickkit
4. big kidpig
5. sick kickpig
NVA[ NVA[ [X] [Y] ]NVA Z ]NVA
1. sin kid pig
2. mid pin mig
3. kid pig fib
4. kick kit fig
5. kik pig miss
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Table 10. Comparison of the average X values for two vowels, / e/ and / I/.
(Subject #1).
((X)nva((Y)(Z))nva)nva nva
X
+. 14 (. 29)
+. 15 (. 06)
Y
-. 36 (. 11)
-. 33 (. 12)
Stress 213
Z
+. 07 (. 28)
-. 02 (. 03)
nav(nva((X)( Y ) )nva (Z ) )nva
X
-. 37 (. 33)
-. 35 (. 12)
Y
.04 (. 22)
· 04 (. 28)
Stress 132
Z
+. 12 (. 24)
.00 (. 21)
Stress 321
X
+. 13 (. 09)
+. 15 (. 16)
((X)((Y)(Z)))
Y
+. 24 (. 28)
+. 26 (. 08)
Z
+. 22 (. 34)
+. 22 (. 18)
sentences should be the same. This represents a very strong hypothesis, and will be
considered experimentally in Section XII.
A second clear implication of the model would be that it might in some way be
expanded to include multiple-syllable words. The same type of normalization tech-
niques (V. D. = B. D. + X · B. D. + PP) could be tried with multiple-syllable words in
isolation and in context to see if they also work predictively there. If the duration nor-
malization continues to work well, we can produce a predictive model for vowel dura-
tions by producing a large matrix of X values - one for each vowel in each type of
word (two-syllable, with stress on first syllable, etc.) in each structural location. This
particular approach would require a huge amount of data reduction, and is not intuitively
very pleasing. A much better approach might be to try to relate the X values associated
with the various transforms for single-syllable words with observed durations of
multiple-syllable words in the same context, but no model can really be suggested with-
out a considerable degree of experimentation.
A third, and related, hypothesis might concern the addition of left-branching
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/ae/
/I/
/ ae /
/I/
/I/
_
structures to the list of allowable structures. This was not included in the original
experiments, since single-syllable adverbs using the vowel /e/ and containing no glides
are very scarce. Hence we might hypothesize a transform P, which represents an
adverb before an adjective or another adverb, or perhaps two transforms, P1 and P2,
which represent adverbs before adjectives and other adverbs, respectively. Before one
can do meaningful work in this area, however, the behavior of multiple-syllable words
must be better understood.
In addition to previous hypotheses, the experimental results from Section IX incor-
porate several interesting and surprising points in their own right. First, notice that
the durations for one stressed vowel in compounds (C1) are consistently shorter than
the 2- and 3-stressed vowels in the same utterances. This is somewhat of a departure
from previous results, and flatly disagrees with several previous models which always
lengthen stressed vowels.
Along these same lines, notice that the duration of 1-stressed vowels varies con-
siderably according to context. And, as a generalization, notice that the same is true
for 2- and 3-stressed vowels. Hence no simple model relating stress directly to dura-
tion is possible. This does not mean that some possible combination of Fo character-
istics, duration, intensity, and so forth might not indicate the stress level (although
the author could not find one). This only states that a good model for duration (and pos-
sibly for Fo) is available from surface structure, which is not an unreasonable result.
Another point is the marked difference between the results for the various subjects.
Although the same model appeared to work well for all three subjects, each subject had
his own unique parameter values. This only points up once more the importance of the
great individual differences that are allowable in speech, and the care which must be
taken in analyzing data from different subjects.
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XI. MULTISYLLABLE WORDS IN ISOLATION
As a first step in expanding the model we decided to examine the behavior of
multisyllable words in isolation. In order to do this, data on more than two vowels
(basic durations) must be known, if the effect of word-level stress alone is to be studied.
But experiments of the type performed previously with /ae/ and /I/ are extremely time-
consuming, and the amount of time for performing such experiments for all vowels would
be unreasonable. Hence an approximation was performed for the individual basic dura-
tions using House's12 previous data. This was done by doing a weighted interpolation
for the vowel durations between the long-vowel value, /ae/, and the short vowel value,
/I/. House's data were used to determine the weights. The results for all three sub-
jects are shown in Table 11. This type of approximation clearly introduces some uncer-
tainties about the results, and whether such an approximation is justified could only
be determined by the experimental results.
Another point is the problem of speaking rate. Whenever data are taken from one
subject at two separate times, and possibly under separate experimental conditions, we
must be aware that the over-all speaking rate can change. In fact, there is no real rea-
son why the speaking rate cannot change during the experiment itself. Hence careful
attempts were made to control speaking rate. In all experiments, the words or
phrases to be spoken were printed on 3 X 5 cards, and held up individually for the sub-
jects to say. This was an attempt to standardize the experimental conditions as much
as possible. Likewise, in all experiments, subjects were asked to read words and
phrases which they had spoken before. If the durations on these tests phrases were
significantly different from the previous results, the data were taken again. Whether
these attempts are successful can once more only be determined by whether meaningful
results can be obtained.
In attempting to expand the model to include multisyllable words, the first test
that must be made is to check whether the previous durational normalization (V. D. =
X BD+ BD+ PP)is meaningful for multisyllable words in isolation. In other words,
this means that if the X values are calculated for multisyllable words in isolation,
will those values group well? To test this, 4 lists of 25 words each were prepared. The
four lists contained two-syllable words with stress on the first syllable, two-syllable
words with stress on the 2n d syllable, three-syllable words with stress on the first syl-
lable, and three-syllable words with stress on the 2nd syllable, respectively. The three
previous subjects were asked to read the lists, and spectrograms were made for each
on a Kay sonograph. The duration of each of the functional segments was then measured
and tabulated. The four-word lists are shown in Appendix D (data sets 1, 2, 3, and 4).
The results for Subject #1 for two-syllable words with stress on the first syllable
are shown in Fig. 19. Notice that there appears to be fairly good grouping of X values,
except for a few points. Notice also that most of those points that do not group well are
starred. To understand what is happening, we must understand the definition of a closed
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Table 11. Approximate basic durations using House's, data.
Basic Durations (ms)
Unvoiced Voiced
Stop Stop Univoiced Voiced
Vowel Consonant Consonant Nasal Fricative Fricative PP
I
e
e
ae
A
o
V
U
I
e
ae
A
0
V
U
I
e
ae
A
0
V
U
120
100
140
110
170
120
100
140
140
110
170
140
120
160
130
190
140
120
160
160
130
190
170
140
190
150
230
170
140
190
190
150
230
210
140
240
150
240
210
140
240
240
150
240
210
150
220
160
240
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syllable. A closed syllable is simply a syllable that ends in a consonant, while an open
syllable is one that ends in a vowel. In the list of words for this experiment there are
words such as "access" about which there is general agreement that the first syllable
is closed. Likewise, there are words such as "oboe" about which there is general
agreement that the first syllable is open. Also, there are some words like "petty" about
which there is no agreement.
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Fig. 20. Duration of stressed vowel
minus basic duration for
unvoiced stop consonant for
two-syllable words in isola-
tion with stress on the first
syllable.
The point is this. The normalization suggested by the model appears to work very
well on the 1-stressed syllables as long as those syllables are closed. On the other
hand, if that syllable is open, then the normalization does not work well at all. But now
look at Fig. 20, which is a plot of the durations of the 1-stressed open vowels minus the
duration of the basic duration before unvoiced stop consonants. Note that for Subject #1,
nearly all the open vowels' durations are nearly the same as the basic duration before
unvoiced stop consonant, regardless of what consonant follows. What this implies is
that the duration of a vowel in an open syllable is much less affected by the following
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, Fig. 19.
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consonant than a vowel in a closed syllable. This hypothesis has not been suggested
before, so before continuing with the multiple-syllable word analysis, an experiment
that addresses itself to this hypothesis will be discussed.
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XII. THE QUESTION OF SYLLABLES
The problem of defining a syllable in general is probably impossible. The reason
for this is that the syllable may have a very real definition on at least three different
functional levels. First, it may be defined graphemically, so that printed words may
only be broken at the end of a line at a "syllable juncture." Likewise, it may be defined
morphemically, and the syllable boundaries may be placed at morph boundaries, and
so forth. Third, it might be defined acoustically, with syllable boundaries placed at
locations of acoustical significance, i. e., the "spoken" syllable boundary. Clearly,
these three levels of definition are somewhat related, but it is not clear exactly what
this relationship is.
The problem now is that of the effect, if any, of syllable junctures on the acoustic
correlate of segment duration. Hence interest is in the third type of syllable, the
"acoustic" syllable. The hypothesis of its existence may be stated thus: There are
many different-sized segments identifiable in spoken speech. These include the phoneme
(functional segment), the morph, the word, the phrase (derived constituent), the sen-
tence, and so forth. There is no question that subjects do not have trouble identifying
word boundaries in the sentences that they perceive; likewise, they can identify syl-
lables. This does not mean that there is universal agreement among subjects about the
precise location of syllable boundaries, for certainly there is not, but it may be said
that, for all practical purposes, there is universal agreement about the number of syl-
lables perceived and about which vowels make up the nucleus of each syllable. This, of
course, could be an entirely perceptual phenomenon, and could result purely from the
semantic classification of the input. It could also be due to the subject's identification
of sequential vowels, and to assignment of one syllable to each. But, it could also be
due to the direct interpretation of some acoustical correlate for syllabification. Cer-
tainly, it is not unreasonable to expect, inasmuch as subjects recognize the existence
of syllables in spoken speech, that they might well give some direct acoustic cue for
syllables in their speech.
Actually, it would be naive to believe that one must choose only one of these possible
explanations for the perception of syllables. As in most speech phenomena, it is
undoubtedly true that it is some combination effect leading to the perceptual result, and,
in many cases, the direct acoustic cues for syllables may be optional. If there are cases
in which the syllabic acoustical phenomenon is not optional, clearly these cases should
be studied. Likewise, even if some syllabic effects are optional, there is no doubt that
their inclusion might well improve naturalness, which is a goal of the present work.
Hence it is not unreasonable to make a study of syllabic acoustical effects.
In this study we were interested in three elements of the syllable problem. The first
of these was the effect of a syllable boundary on vowel duration. In particular, previous
work has shown that vowel duration could be considered as a function of structure and
phonemic context. The phonemic context was simply that the duration of a particular
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vowel was greatly influenced by the following consonant. The hypothesis of the current
study is that if there is a syllable boundary between a vowel and the following consonant,
then the effect of that consonant on the duration of that vowel would be greatly reduced.
If this hypothesis proved to be true, it would help explain certain previous experimental
re suits.
The second element of interest was in a more or less general phenomenon reported
in two studies. 2 6 ' Lehiste and Sharf sought to investigate syllabic junctural effects
by studying words and phrases that differed only in their word or syllable junctures
(night rate vs nitrate). These authors claimed that, generally, phonemes tended to be
lengthened toward the beginning of a syllable and shortened toward the end. Note, how-
ever, that these studies did not succeed in their attempted format, for, in general, not
only were syllabic junctures varied, but also derived constituent structures (stress),
and, as we have seen, stress can be a determining factor in duration. Hence we desired
to check whether the reported phenomenon is really general.
The last element of our study was to try to throw some light on the problem of the
definition of "syllable" in an acoustic context. In particular, we desired to study how
a subject varied his acoustic correlates depending on where he thought the syllable junc-
ture should be placed. This problem will be discussed in more detail as the experiments
are described fully.
12. 1 EXPERIMENT
The experiment was divided into two parts. In the first part, subjects were asked
to read single words into a tape recorder microphone. The words were written on cards,
one to a card, and held up individually for each subject to read. In the second part sub-
jects were given a list of the words they had just read from the flash cards. They were
asked to "mark the place in each word where you think you say the syllable boundary."
After they had completed this task, the subjects were asked to read the words again,
this time from the list they had just marked. In both parts of the experiment, spectro-
grams were made of each test word on a Kay sonograph, and the durations of each pho-
neme (functional segment) in each word were measured and tabulated (see Appendix C).
The list of words used in the experiment is shown in Table 12. Remember, now,
that the main purpose of this experiment was to check whether a vowel's duration was
less affected by the following consonant if that vowel was separated from that consonant
by a syllable boundary. Hence an experimental environment that allowed variations in
syllable boundary position and following consonant for the same vowel and the same
stress configuration was necessary. Therefore, we decided to use only two-syllable
words having stress on the first syllable, and having the same vowel, /i/, as the nucleus
of their first syllables. Likewise, these words were chosen so that the /i/ in their first
syllable was always followed by a stop consonant, either voiced or unvoiced, because
previous work has shown that as far as their durational effect on the preceding vowel
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Table 12. Test words in syllable experiment.
Group #1 Group #2 Group #3
Open Syllables Closed Syllables Questionable Syllables
Decoy feetless beaters
Despot meetless beater
Beebee seatless beetle
Cetane neatness heater
Detail (noun) needful meeting
Detour needless meter
Veto seedling peter
Cedam speedless needle
Cedar meekness beader
Cetus cheekness deeded
Heclion beakness beaker
Pekoe cheapness cheeky
Sego deepness speaker
Cecal feeblish
Ceacum seepage
Deacon peeper
Beacon keeper
Decrease (noun) deeply
Fecund cheaply
Sequel seta
Se cant feeble
Sepoy Phoebe
is concerned, the voiced-stop consonants could be considered as a group and the unvoiced
stop consonants could also be considered as a group.
As we have seen, there is no general agreement about where the syllable boundaries
lie for many words. Hence the word list was divided into three groups. The first group
contained those words about which there was general agreement that the syllable bound-
ary lies between the first vowel and the following consonant. The second group com-
prised words about which there was general agreement that the syllable boundary lies
after the first vowel's following consonant. These two groups represent the main test
for the hypothesis. For the third group there is no general agreement about the location
of the syllable boundary. The results from this group were intended to test whether,
acoustically, these words could be considered part of Group #1 or Group #2 or whether
they fall somewhere in between.
The second part of the experiment was intended to see what effect a subject's
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knowledge that he was being tested on syllable effects, and his attempts to acoustically
support his own syllabic markings had on his previous results. It is important to under-
stand that there was no real interest in where the subjects marked their syllable bound-
aries, since they were untrained subjects doing an ambiguous task, and their results
would probably not be consistent. What was of interest was what effect these markings,
whatever they happened to be, would have on the previous results.
All of these tests were taken by 10 subjects. All subjects were native speakers of
English, though probably not of the same dialect. Six of the subjects were male and four
were female.
12.2 RESULTS FOR VOWELS
Before presenting the results of this experiment, two general points should be men-
tioned. In setting up the experiment, it was assumed that as far as their effect on the
previous vowel's duration is concerned, unvoiced, and likewise voiced, stop consonants
could be considered as a group. This assumption was tested for each of the subjects
and found to be acceptable. Hence, in presenting the vowel-duration data, no difference
will be noted among the stop consonants, other than the group to which they belong (voiced
or unvoiced).
The results of the vowel duration tests in the first part of the experiment for one
subject are shown in Fig. 21a. The main hypothesis here was that if a syllable boundary
could be said to fall between the vowel and the following consonant (Group #1), then the
effect of the following consonant would be greatly reduced; that is, the average vowel
duration before voiced consonants would be almost the same as before unvoiced conso-
nants. As can be seen from Fig. 21a, not only is the voiced-unvoiced difference reduced
in Group #1, but it is almost nonexistent. But in Group #2, where the vowel and the fol-
lowing consonant are assumed to be in the same syllable, the voiced-unvoiced splitting
effect is still very much in evidence. Hence, at least from the point of view of this sub-
ject's data, the hypothesis is strongly supported.
Now notice the results from Group #3. This is the group in which there was no gen-
eral agreement about the location of the syllable boundary. One hypothesis about this
data might be that each of these words, "acoustically," really belongs either to Group #1
or Group #2, and there is simply no known way to predict which. If this were the case,
the points on the "voiced" side of Group #3 could be expected to break into two separate
groups, one centered around the average of the voiced side of Group #1 and one centered
around the average of the voiced side of Group #2. This is not the case, however. What
is closer to the truth is that there is one group of points centered somewhere between
the averages for Group #1 and Group #2. This would appear to indicate that Group #3
may represent a separate acoustic phenomenon from either Group #1 or Group #2.
Another point worthy of note here is that the durations of vowels before unvoiced stop
consonants and the durations of vowels directly before syllable boundaries (Group #1) all
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seem to be about the same. Hence, for this subject at least, it would appear that fol-
lowing a vowel by a syllable boundary is durationally almost equivalent to following it
by an unvoiced stop consonant.
Figure 21b shows the results for another subject. Notice that there are several
important differences between this subject and the last subject. First, note that all
his vowel durations are longer. This is probably just a personal idiosyncrasy. Second,
notice that again the original hypothesis is strongly supported by Group #1 and Group #2,
but this time note that there is more splitting in the Group #1 averages than before.
Hence for this subject it can be said that the syllable boundary greatly reduces the effect
of the following consonant, but does not completely destroy it.
Now notice the results for Group #3. Here, as was not the case before, the Group #3
voiced section does split into two well-defined groups. Hence for this subject it might
be argued that all words really belong to either Group #1 or Group #2, but note that this
was the only subject exhibiting this characteristic. It should also be noted that the
average vowel duration before unvoiced stop consonants in Group #3 is longer than the
average before unvoiced stop consonants in either Group #1 or Group #2. This was
a characteristic exhibited by 4 of 10 subjects, and will be shown to have a direct
correlation with the duration of the following stop consonant.
Figure 21c shows the experimental result of still another subject. This subject is
included for three reasons. First, again there is strong evidence in favor of the hypoth-
esis. Second, the general level of vowel durations here is much shorter than for either
of the two other subjects, which clearly illustrates why subjects must be considered
separately. Third, this subject has the same high vowel duration before unvoiced stop
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AVERAGE VOWEL DURATIONS BEFORE
VOICED AND UNVOICED CONSONANTS FOR GROUP #1.
Fig. 22. Vowel-duration results for all 10 subjects.
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consonants in Group #3 as did the last subject.
The three subjects are presented because they illustrate most of the phenomena
related to vowel duration observed in the first part of the experiment. Figure 22 shows
the difference in the average vowel durations between vowels followed by voiced and
unvoiced stop consonants for Group #1 vs the same difference for Group #2. This plot
is not presented to suggest any functional relation between these two quantities, but only
to show that the differences plotted for Group #2 are always greater than those for
Group #1. This, of course, strongly supports the hypotheses for all 10 subjects.
To summarize, it may be said that the results of this experiment all strongly sup-
ported the hypothesis that the presence of a syllable boundary between a vowel and the
following consonant greatly reduces the effect of that consonant on the vowel's duration.
Likewise, for all subjects, the average duration of a vowel before a stop consonant
tended to be the same for Group #1 and Group #2.
The results for Group #3 may be said to be that in general the difference between the
durations of vowels before voiced and unvoiced stop consonants lay somewhere between
Group #1 and Group #2. For 6 of the subjects, the average duration of a vowel before
an unvoiced stop consonant was very close to that for Group #1 or Group #2. For 4 sub-
jects, this average duration was longer.
12.3 RESULTS FOR CONSONANTS
The general hypothesis suggested by Lehiste concerning consonants was that con-
sonants near the beginning of a syllable tend to be longer than if they are near the end.
In this experiment, the stop consonants in Group #1 were all at the end of the first syl-
lable, while those in Group #2 were all at the beginning of the second syllable. Hence
one would expect that if the average duration for the stop consonants in Group #1 minus
those in Group #2 were plotted, as in Fig. 23, then the average results should be posi-
tive. As can be seen from Fig. 23, this is not the case. What would appear to be true
is that there is no measurable average difference between the stop consonants in
Group #1 and Group #2. Hence Lehiste's results are not supported.
Probably one of two things furnishes the explanation for this failure. First, Lehiste's
results were somewhat weak in themselves, and the effects that she measured would
have to be considered secondary. Hence these particular durational effects may be so
weak as to occur consistently only where they are needed to disambiguate the speech,
as was the case in Lehiste's work. Second, from the work shown in Section VII, we
found that consonants tended to be longer in stressed syllables. Hence the shortening
effect suggested by Lehiste may have been offset by a lengthening effect attributable to
the stressed syllable.
Figure 24 is a plot of the average durations for stop consonants in Group #1 minus
those in Group #3. Two things should be noticed here. First, for 6 of the subjects the
results were essentially the same as for Group #1 and Group #2; that is, there was no
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Average durations for stop consonants Average durations for stop consonants
in Group #1 minus average durations in Group #1 minus average durations
for stop consonants in Group #2 for all for stop consonants in Group #3 for all
10 subjects. 10 subjects.
measurable effect on consonant duration as a function of syllable boundaries. Second,
for 4 subjects, however, the consonant durations were quite short. It turns out that these
are the same 4 subjects who exhibited long vowel durations for Group #3. In particu-
lar, with longer vowel durations and shorter stop consonant durations, the durations
of the combinations remain nearly constant. There is no clear explanation why this
occurred, but the data are included for completeness.
12.4 RESULTS FOR SYLLABLE MARKINGS
In the second part of the experiment, subjects were asked to choose where they
"thought they said the syllable breaks," and were then asked to read the words again
from their marked list. The idea behind this part of the experiment was not to see where
subjects marked syllable breaks, since as untrained subjects with an ambiguous task,
they could not be expected to perform well. For those who are interested, the results
of the syllable markings are shown in Table 13. The real point of this experiment was
to see if subjects could be forced to vary their outputs in order to support their syllabic
markings. The hypothesis for vowels was as follows: If a subject chose an open or a
questionable syllable as closed, one would expect his vowel duration before a voiced
consonant to be longer to support this claim; likewise, if a subject chose a closed or
a questionable syllable to be open, then one would expect the vowel duration before a
voiced consonant to be shorter. The composite results for all subjects are shown in
Table 14.
Two points should be made concerning the results of this experiment. First, sta-
tistically, there is a noticeable tendency to uphold the hypothesis. Second, the results
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Table 13. Results of syllable placement tests.
GROUP FOR WORD
Group #1 Group #2 Group #3
Group #1 88% 8% 64%
GROUP CHOSEN Group #1 = V/C
BY SUBJECTS Group #2 = VC/
Group #3 = ?
Group #2 12% 92% 36%
Table 14. Results of syllable boundary placement tests for vowels.
VOWEL DURATION CHOSEN
Longer Same Shorter
VOWEL DURATION FOUND Longer 52% 36% 31%
Same 24% 20% 12%
Shorter 24% 44% 57%
Same = Subject chose word to be a member of the same group as the experiment (within
10 ms (5 ms)).
Longer = Subject chose word to be a member of a group with longer vowels than the
experiment, i.e., member of Group #1 or Group #3 with voiced stop consonant
chosen as member of Group #2.
Shorter = Member of Group #2 or Group #3 with voiced stop consonant chosen as mem-
ber of Group #1.
Table 15. Results of syllable boundary test for stop consonants.
STOP CONSONANTS CHOSEN
Longer Same Shorter
STOP CONSONANTS FOUND Longer 27% 7% 12%
Same 56% 71% 47%
Shorter 17% 22% 41%
Same = Subject chose same group as the experiment (within 10 ms (±5 ms)).
Longer = Subject chose member of Group #2 or Group #3 to be part of Group #1.
Shorter = Subject chose member of Group #1 or Group #3 to be member of Group #2.
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are comparatively weak, however, and there is also a definite tendency not to change
the manner in which the word was said. This is particularly true concerning the con-
sonants (see Table 15), where the majority of the consonant durations remain the same,
regardless of what syllable marking the subject chose. Once again, this part of the
experiment seems to support the hypothesis for vowel durations, but does not support
any hypothesis for consonants.
12.5 MODEL FOR SYLLABLE JUNCTURE
From the preceding experiment, the following observations can be made. First, no
consistent variation of consonant duration could be found as a function of syllable bound-
ary location. Second, the hypothesis for vowels, namely that the presence of a syllable
boundary blocks the durational effect of the following consonant, was very strongly sup-
ported. This fact, coupled with the previous observation that such effects occur in
multiple-syllable words, shows that if a complete model is to be made for vowel dura-
tions, the effects of syllable boundaries must be included. Hence, we are required to
try to place syllable boundaries consistently. This is very difficult.
After some effort, a set of rules was devised which served to correctly place the
syllable boundaries for this experiment. The utility of these rules must be that they
consistently predict an acoustic phenomenon for some set of words, and not that they
place syllable boundaries in an absolute sense. To understand the rules, one must under-
stand the meaning of Class 1 and Class 2 vowels. Class 1 vowels are just those vowels
on which an English word can end (for example, /i/, /e/, /ag/, /a/, //, /0/, /U /,
the dipthongs, etc.). (An English word cannot end with //, but it is included in this group
for purposes of syllabification.) Class 2 vowels are vowels that may not end a word, but
must be followed by a consonant (for example, /I/, /e/, /A/, /U/, etc.). The rules that are
used follow.
1. Place a syllable boundary between the root word and any affixes. (It is assumed
that syllable boundaries within affixes are fixed, and can be supplied externally.)
2. If no consonant occurs between two adjacent vowels, place the syllable boundary
between the vowels (for example, ion).
3. If a single consonant occurs between the two vowels of adjacent syllables, and
the first vowel is a member of Class 1, place the syllable boundary after the first vowel
(for example, obo).
4. If a single consonant occurs between the two vowels of adjacent syllables, and
the first vowel is a member of Class 2, place the syllable boundary after the conso-
nant (for example, kilo).
5. If two consonants occur between the two vowels of adjacent syllables, and the
first vowel is of Class 1, place the syllable boundary after the first vowel, unless the
two consonants are as shown below. Then place the syllable boundary after the first
consonant.
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C1 C2
(i) liquid or glide anything
(ii) nasal anything
(iii) anything fricative
(iv) anything but /s/ stop
(v) stop nasal
(vi) /d/ or /t/ /1/
6. If two consonants occur between the two vowels of adjacent syllables, and the
first vowel is a member of Class 2, place the syllable boundary after the first consonant.
In these rules, Rule 1 is to operate in addition to Rules 2-6. In other words, two
syllable boundaries can be placed in each word. Now consider the operation of these
rules on examples from the three groups used in this experiment. For the word "cheap-
ness" the rules would act as follows.
Rule
1 cheap/ness
5 (v) cheap/ /ness
Note that both syllable boundaries are in the same place, marking this word as a mem-
ber of Group #1. Likewise, consider "deacon"
Rule
3 dea/con
marking this word as a member of Group #2. Now consider "beater"
Rule
1 beat/er
3 bea/t/er
Since the two locations do not agree, this word is marked as a member of Group #3.
The utility of this model is clear, for it correctly places all of the words used in
this experiment. Likewise, it proved a useful base for determining whether the vowels
used in the rest of the experiments were open or closed. The results of the rules did
not always agree with the intuition of the author, but the errors were of the kind that
put questionable syllables into the open or the closed category. This is not too serious
a mistake, since, as a first approximation, it would not be unreasonable to force the
questionable syllables into one category or the other.
Clearly, the model is not exhaustive, and undoubtedly not generally correct. For
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example, it does not even consider consonant groups of more than two. It is presented
not as a solution, but to suggest that models of this kind might prove useful in predicting
durational effects in the future.
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XIII. STRESSED SYLLABLES IN MULTISYLLABLE WORDS
We shall now attempt to derive a reasonable model for multisyllable words in con-
text. The approach to this problem is as follows: First, from previous work, we know
that the greatest durational effects occur in stressed vowels. Hence we shall be con-
cerned here only with the stressed vowels in multisyllable words. Second, probably
open and closed syllables should be handled differently. Hence we shall begin by looking
only at closed syllables. Third, a great deal of data is necessary to study the effects
of all types of multisyllable words in all types of contexts. Hence we shall limit the study
to two- and three-syllable words and to only one subject (Subject #2).
The basic approach was as follows: First, two- and three-syllable words were
recorded on a single breath group (in isolation). Then the X values for the stressed
syllables in the closed-syllable words were calculated and plotted as before. We did
this to determine whether the X values were still meaningful (grouped well) in this con-
text. Second, single- and multisyllable words were recorded in the particular struc-
tural contexts of interest (S, S1, S 4, St, C1, C2, and C3). The purpose of this was
to test our previous hypothesis that these transforms could be considered as acting inde-
pendently of one another, regardless of the number of syllables in the words in the var-
ious structural locations. Likewise, these experiments sought to determine the effect
of these structural transforms on multisyllable words. We hoped that these new results
might be related systematically with the previous results for single-syllable words.
In order to accomplish this, 40 lists of words and phrases were devised to test sys-
tematically each type of multisyllable word in each structural location of interest. These
lists are given in Appendix D, and will be referred to later. Each of the words and
phrases in this set of lists was recorded by Subject #2, and the duration of each func-
tional segment was measured and tabulated.
13. 1 MULTISYLLABLE WORDS IN ISOLATION
The first experiments were associated with multisyllable words in isolation, and the
test words for these experiments are shown in Appendix D, Lists 1, 2, 3, and 4. These
lists contain two-syllable words with stress on the first syllable, two-syllable words
with stress on the last syllable, three-syllable words with stress on the second syllable,
and three-syllable words with stress on the first syllable, all spoken in isolation. The
X values for the closed vowels in the stressed syllables were calculated using the basic
durations given in Section X, and the results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 25.
Three things are immediately obvious from this plot. First, there does seem to be
an acceptably tight grouping among the data points. Hence it would appear that the
durational model still holds for this subject at this level. Second, the average
X values for two-syllable words, -. 35 and -. 34, and likewise for three-syllable words,
-. 46 and -. 45, seem to be very close to one another. Hence it would appear, at least
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Fig. 25. X values for stressed syllables for multisyllable words in isolation
for Subject #2 (data from Appendix D, Lists 1-4).
for this subject, that the structural effect on the duration of stressed syllables (for S)
is dependent only on the number of syllables, and not on the word stress pattern. Third,
notice that the stressed syllables in two- and three-syllable words are much shorter
than for single-syllable words in isolation (X = 0. 0). In fact, notice that the more syl-
lables a word has, the shorter the stressed vowel seems to be.
13. 2 INDEPENDENCE OF THE STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMS
One of the major claims made for the model suggested in Section IX is that, for
single-syllable words, the structural location alone, and not other contextual considera-
tions, determines the effect of the surface structure on the vowel durations. Hence, for
example, in the phrase "sad fat rat," which has the associated structural transform
string S S t S1, the duration of the /ae/ in sad would be the same regardless of whether
the second word was fat," "mad," "green," and so forth. This claim was well substan-
tiated by experimental results. Now, however, we want to extend the model one step
further, and see if the effect of the structural transforms still remains unaffected when
multisyllable words are allowed in the structural locations.
With the data available from the tests given in Appendix D, this is quite a simple
hypothesis to test. All one needs to do is to calculate the X values for all single-syllable
words in the three word phrases containing multisyllable words, and compare these
results with the X values for single-syllable words in the same structural location,
but with only single-syllable words in the other structural location. If these X values
are appreciably different, then the transforms must be considered dependent. Like-
wise, if the X values are essentially the same, then this is a strong argument for
the independence of the transforms. The results for the S1, St, S, C1, C2, and
C3 transforms are shown in Fig. 26.
There are at least two noteworthy things about these data. First, it is obvious
that the average X values for the two groups are quite close to one another. This
certainly supports the hypothesis of independence. Second, however, the closeness
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Fig. 26. Comparison of X values for single-syllable words for case A, where
only single-syllable words occur in all other structural locations, and
case B, where multisyllable words occur in other structural locations:
(a) in the S1 structural location (data from Appendix D, Lists 7-10);
(b) in the St structural location (data from Lists 5, 11-14); (c) in the
S-] structural location (data from Lists 19-26); (d) in the C1 struc-
tural location (data from Lists 6, 15-18, 23-26, 31-38); (e) in the C2
structural location (data from Lists 6, 15-22, 27-30, 35-38); (f) in the
C3 structural location (data from Lists 6, 27-34).
of the grouping for the various X values varies from transform to transform. In partic-
ular, the spread of X values for the S1 and C3 transforms is greater when compared
with the previous results, while the spread for the C1 transform is somewhat less. This
may be simply a reflection of the noise introduced into the results by the normalization
approximations made in Section X, but notice that the two worst cases always occur at
the end of a phrase. This may be an indication that the model for prepausal lengthening
is not good enough. In any case, these experimental results definitely support the hypoth-
esis of the independence of the transform, and this is definitely one of the most impor-
tant results.
13.3 EFFECT OF STRUCTURE ON MULTISYLLABLE WORDS
With the problem of the independence of the transforms essentially solved, it is now
possible to address the question of the effect of these transforms on the durations of the
stressed syllable in multisyllable words. A quick look at the word lists in Appendix D
will show that these lists were particularly designed to study the effects of various struc-
tural transforms on the durations of multisyllable words. In particular, the lists con-
tain examples of all four classes of multisyllable words in all 6 structural locations. The
results for the X-value calculations for each class of words in each of the structural
locations are shown in Fig. 27.
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Fig. 27. X values for multisyllable words: (a) in the S1 structural location;
(b) in the S t structural location; (c) in the SO structural location;
(d) in the C1 structural location; (e) in the C2 structural location;
(f) in the C3 structural location.
Once more, three points should be made. First, notice that the X values group fairly
well, and that a reasonable predictive model might be devised from these average values.
Second, notice that once more there is a general tendency for words of the same number
of syllables under the influence of the same structural transforms to have the same
X values for their stressed syllable, regardless of which syllable is stressed. Third,
one should note that under the influence of the same transform, the stressed syllable in
two-syllable words tends to be longer than the stressed syllable in three-syllable words,
but different structural transforms definitely cause differences in duration.
Table 16. Average X-value matrix for stressed vowels (Subject #2).
Number of
Syllables S S1 St S i C1 C2 C3 P1
1 0 +. 07 +.03 +. 01 -. 36 -. 25 -. 15 -. 07
2 -. 35 -. 24 -. 32 -. 37 -. 51 -. 41 -. 40
3 -. 45 -. 40 -. 43 -. 44 -. 50 -. 48 -. 45
4 -. 48
5 -. 49
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It should now be obvious that these data can form a base for a model of the durational
behavior of closed str'essed syllables. In particular, a matrix of the X values asso-
ciated with each structural transform for each word type is given in Table 16. Clearly,
using the previous formulations for vowel durations,
VP = B. D. + X* B. D. + PP,
and using the X value from Table 16, we should have a fairly good model for stressed
vowel duration. This model has one major drawback, however. Clearly, the matrix
is not complete, for it cannot handle words of more than three syllables, and any
increase in the size of the matrix requires a great deal of experimental work. What
would be far more desirable is some over-all model that might predict the correct
X values as a function of the number of syllables in a word. Such a model would
enable prediction of the proper durations for vowels in words of any number of syl-
lables.
13.4 AN OVER-ALL MODEL
Consider the following hypothesis. Suppose that it is the function of the structural
transforms to impose a particular duration on a word. Hence, there would be pres-
sure for all words said in isolation (S) to be approximately the same size. It is well
known, however, that there are definitely durational constraints, both contextual and
structural (word stress), which must be maintained. Hence a two-syllable word in iso-
lation simply cannot collapse to the size of a one-syllable word, but must collapse by a
certain mechanism that retains the word's structural information. Figure 28 is a
plot of X value as a function of number of syllables for words in isolation. Notice
that as the number of syllables increases, the durations of the stressed vowels becomes
shorter and shorter. Notice that there appears to be a limit to how short a vowel may
become. This is a very reasonable result in the light of the previous hypothesis. This
would indicate that the S transform is applying pressure to shorten the vowel, but there
is a definite limit to how short the vowel may be and still conform to the structural
constraint of being a stressed vowel in, say, a five-syllable word.
Now if there exists a mechanism for shortening stressed vowels in multisylldble
words, it is in some way represented for Subject #2 by Figure 28. But now note
that both the number of syllables in the word and the constraints placed on the word
in isolation by the S transform are structural in nature. Therefore, if we assume
that the mechanisms for duration reductions are the same for all structural con-
straints, then it is not unreasonable to suggest that the effects of the various struc-
tural transforms might be considered as the addition of an equivalent number of
syllables. Put another way, suppose Fig. 28 is considered to be
X = f(),
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Fig. 28. Average X values for stressed syllables in words in
isolation vs number of syllables in the word.
where is a number on the syllable scale. Now suppose 6 values of are so chosen
that the X values for each of the structural transforms for single-syllable words are
related functionally to these values, for example,
-. 36 = f( )
+.07 =f(s )
etc.
Table 17. Values of syllable offsets, i' for various structural
transforms.
Structural
Transforms X. = f( i+S-1)
1
S1 0. 8
S = number of syllables
sm; 1. 0 f = function in Fig. 28
C 1 2. 1 i = S, S=S1 , SO , C1, C2, C3
C2 1. 7
C3 1.4
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The six values for so calculated are given in Table 17. Then if we assume that the
duration reduction attributable to both structure and number of syllables is due to the
same mechanism, then it would be expected that the X value for the structural trans-
form for a word of s" syllables would be given by
X = f[i + (s-l)].
If this is the case, this means that from knowing the behavior of stressed vowels in mul-
tisyllable words in isolation and the behavior of single-syllable words in various phrasal
contexts, we can predict the behavior of stressed vowels in multisyllable words in con-
text. The result is simple to test.
Table 18 shows the difference matrix for the difference between the observed X values
Table 18. Difference matrix for the difference between observed values (X ) and
predicted values (Xp).
Number of
Syllables S Sl S SOI Cl C2 C3 P1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 +. 04 .00 -. 02 -. 06 -. 03 -. 01
3 0 +. 03 +. 01 +. 01 -. 02 +. 01 +. 01
4 0
5 0
and those predicted by the expression above. This expression does a very good job of
predicting the experimental results. Hence, it would appear, even if our analysis of
the cause is incorrect, that this expression gives an extremely good method for
predicting the behavior of the duration of stressed vowels in phrasal contexts. Also,
it has the additional advantage that, from only a small amount of data, it is able to
predict the duration of the stressed vowel in a structural location for a word of any
number of syllables.
13.5 VOWEL DURATION IN STRESSED OPEN SYLLABLES
Now that the behavior of vowel duration in stressed closed syllables is fairly well
understood, it is appropriate to try to extend the model to include the open syllables
and the questionable syllables. We have suggested that the durational effect of the
following consonant in open syllables was being blocked by the occurrence of a syl-
lable boundary. If this is indeed the case, then it would not seem unreasonable to
consider a syllable boundary as a new type of following consonant. Hence basic dura-
tions for open syllables could be calculated so that the X-value results were matched
for, say, two-syllable words in isolation, and, from these, X values could be calculated
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for stressed open or questionable vowels in the various structural locations. The
results of such a calculation are shown in Table 19, and the X values calcu-
lated for the various structural transforms are shown in Fig. 29.
Two main elements should be noticed in these results. First, the X values
calculated for the open syllables are fairly close to the values for closed syl-
lables, and the same type of durational phenomenon is in evidence as before.
Second, the spread of the X values for this part of the model is noticeably
greater than those for the closed vowels. Hence, at least for this case, it
would seem that the vowel normalization function (V. D. = B. D. + X + B. D. + PP)
does not work adequately. Nevertheless, remember that in the syllable experiments
it was shown that experimental results for the questionable syllables (Group #3)
seem to indicate that these syllables, acoustically, fall somewhere between true
WORD STRESS WORD STRESSX AVERAGE TYPE X AVERAGE TYPE
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Fig. 29. X values for open syllables for stressed vowels: (a) for words in
isolation; (b) in the S1 structural location; (c) in the St structural
location; (d) in the SO structural location; (e) in the C1 structural
location; (f) in the C2 structural location; (g) in the C3 structural
location.
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Table 19. Expanded basic durations for
(Subject #2).
open syllables
Vowel B. D. Vowel B. D.
(ms) (ms)
i 220 a 220
I 190 A 190
e 250 0 250
e 200 0 250
ae 360 V 200
U 360
closed and true open syllables. Hence, what is probably true is that there is really no
such thing as a truly open syllable, but that all degrees of openness and closeness occur
among different subjects (hence the wide disagreement about the placement of syllable
boundaries).
With this in mind, it is clear that the approximation made by this model is that all
syllables are open or closed. One might argue that this is probably a reasonable approx-
imation perceptually, since many degrees of openness or closeness are acceptable to
listeners. But this idea should be investigated experimentally before these rules are
incorporated in the FRM.
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XIV. UNSTRESSED VOWELS IN MULTISYLLABLE WORDS
With a reasonable model for stressed vowels completed, there are still at least two
major problems to be solved. These are to describe the durational behavior of
unstressed vowels in multisyllable words and to describe the behavior of consonants in
general. A model for predicting the durations of unstressed vowels, both in isolation
and in context, will now be developed. In many ways the model for unstressed vowels
will mirror the results for stressed vowels, for the problems of context and of open
and closed syllables are essentially the same. The model will be developed on the
basis of data available through the experiments described in Appendix D.
In analyzing the experimental data on unstressed vowels, it was advantageous to
consider the results separately for two classes of vowels. The first class comprises
exactly those vowels that had been reduced to the neutral vowel /a/, while the second
class includes all other unstressed vowels. The results for each of these classes will be
discussed separately.
14. 1 DURATIONAL MODEL FOR /a/
In order to study the durations of the completely reduced vowel /a/, all of the occur-
rences of /a/ were identified in the data from tests described in Appendix D, and the
durations were tabulated as a function of the structural location, the degree of openness
of the syllable, the consonant context, the word stress type (number of syllables and
location of 1 stress), and the phrasal position. From these data, two things were obvi-
ous. First, the durations of the /a/'s did not appear to be a function of either phrasal
position or consonant context. Second, the /a/ durations did not appear to be a function
of the word stress type, but did appear to be a function of the number of syllables in the
word and the word's structural location.
First observe the results for /a/ durations for words spoken in isolation shown in
Fig. 30a. Here the durations are plotted as a function of word stress type. Notice that
within each word stress type, there is a good grouping for the /a/ durations, even
though no normalization is attempted for consonant context. Likewise, the average
values for the /a/ durations do not appear to be a function of the word stress type,
and the /a/ durations tend to be the same whether the /a/ appears, say, in the first
or second syllable of a two-syllable word. Note, however, that the durations of the
/a/'s in three-syllable words tend to be shorter than those in two-syllable words.
This seems to demonstrate that, like stressed vowels, the /a/ durations are a function
of the number of syllables in the word.
The same general characteristics that were observable for //'s in words in
isolation were also observable for /8/'s in words in the various structural loca-
tions. The relevant data for each of the structural locations is plotted in Fig. 30b-g.
If these plots are studied carefully, the following general characteristics can be
observed.
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Fig. 30. Duration of /a/ vs word stress type for multisyllable words: (a) in
isolation (data from Appendix D, Lists 1-4); (b) in S1 structural loca-
tions (Lists 5-14); (c) in S t structural locations (Lists 5-14); (d) in
SE]1 structural locations (Lists 16-26); (e) in C1 structural locations
(Lists 15-38); (f) in C2 structural locations (Lists 15-38); (g) in
C3 structural locations (Lists 6, 15-38).
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1. Within each structural location (S, St, S1, S;, C1, C2, and C3) and within
each word stress type (' , ', ' , and ' ) all //'s tend to be the same length,
regardless of their consonant environment.
2. Within each structural location, all /a/'s tend to have the same duration if they
occur in words of the same number of syllables, regardless of the word stress pattern.
3. The /a/'s in words of greater numbers of syllables and in structural locations
that were found to shorten stressed vowels (C1) tend to be shorter.
Clearly, knowing the structural location of the /a/ and knowing the number of syl-
lables in the word in which the /a/ appears, we could suggest a model for determining
the /a/ durations from a matrix of durations such as Table 20. This approach has the
Table 20. Average duration matrix for /a/.
/ / DURATIONS
Number of
Syllables S S1 S t SoC C1 C2 C3
2 66 46 52 51 27 37 33
3 48 43 39 40 29 26 27
4 30
5 33
same disadvantages, however, as the similar approach discussed for stressed vowels
in Section XIII, namely that such a model is incapable of predicting results for cases
other than those for which explicit data are available. A better approach might be
to try to model the /a/ durations in a simi-
lar way that the stressed vowel durations
were modeled in Section XIII.
T'o see how this might work, observe
Fig. 31, in which the /a/ durations are
plotted as a function of the number of syl-
lables for words in isolation (S). By using
the function in Fig. 31 as the function in
Fig. 28 was used, it would be possible to
suggest a model that might be predictive
for words of more than three syllables. This
20 l I I was done, and the details will be given in
2 3 4 5
NUMBER OF SYLLABLES Appendix E. It should be pointed out that
though this more sophisticated form of the
Fig. 31. Duration of /a/ vs number of
a a wof model for /a/ durations is included in thesyllables in a word for words
in isolation. final durational algorithm, the magnitude of
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the variations in durations which it predicts is much smaller than was the case
in stressed vowels. Briefly, it must be observed that, in general, /a/'s are just very
short segments, and though systematic variations are observable, these variations are
so small as to cast doubt on their importance in perception.
14. 2 DURATIONAL MODEL FOR OTHER UNSTRESSED VOWELS
In order to study the behavior of the various non /a/ unstressed vowels, again all
relevant data from the tests described in Appendix D were assembled and tabulated. It
was obvious from the first that, unlike the //, these other unstressed vowel durations
were definitely affected by consonant context, and the vowel normalization function
(V. D. = B. D. + X ' B. D. + PP) was used again to try to predict the experimental results.
In particular, all data for vowels in isolation and in the structural contexts were assem-
bled, and the X value for each data point was calculated with the use of the basic dura-
tions from Table 11. Open and questionably open syllables were handled as suggested
in Section XIII, namely a syllable boundary was considered to be a new class of following
consonant. The basic durations associated with the syllable boundaries were those given
in Table 19.
Once all X values were calculated, they were plotted as a function of word stress
type (_', ', ', ' ) and structural location (S, S1, St, SI, C1, C2, and C3). The
results for unstressed vowels in words in isolation are given in Fig. 32a, while the
results for unstressed vowels in words in the various structural locations are given in
Fig. 32b-g. Careful study of these graphs reveals the following general characteristics
for the behavior of unstressed vowels.
1. Within each structural location (S, S1, etc.) and within each word stress type
(_, ' , ', ' ) there is a fairly close grouping for the plotted X values, which indi-
cates that the duration normalization function (V. D. formula) is adequate for these
unstressed vowels.
2. Within each structural location, the X values for the unstressed vowels tend to
be equal if they occur in words of the same number of syllables, regardless of the word
stress pattern.
3. Within each structural location, in general the greater the number of syllables,
the lower the X values (the shorter the vowels).
These characteristics, closely resemble the previous results for stressed vowels
and /a/. In Fig. 33 the X values for unstressed vowels for words in isolation are
plotted as a function of the number of syllables in the word. Notice that the lowest X
values are somewhat lower than was the case for stressed vowels. Hence an unstressed
vowel can definitely be shorter (in the limit) than a stressed vowel.
Using the data plotted in Fig. 33, it is now possible to suggest a model for
unstressed vowels similar to the model for stressed vowels. In particular, if
the plot in Fig. 33 is considered to be f 2 (a), then the X values predicted for the
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Fig. 32. X values for unstressed vowels for multisyllable words: (a) in isolation
(data from Appendix D, Lists 1-4); (b) in the S context (Lists 6, 11-14);
(c) in the St context (Lists 5-10); (d) in the SEO context (Lists 6, 15-18);
(e) in the C1 context (Lists 6, 19-22, 27-30); (f) in the C2 context (Lists 6,
23-26, 31-34); (g) in the C3 context (Lists 6, 35-38).
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particular structural locations is given by
X. =f2(i+s-1),
~- "" where s is the number of syllables in the word,
i is the structural location (Sf, S , S1, etc.),
and (i is the offset calculated in Section XIII.
The differences between the X values calcu-
I I I I I lated from the model and those actually
0 1 2 3 4 5
NUMBER OF SYLLABLES observed is given in Table 21. Two points
Fig. 33. should be mentioned about these results. First,
Average X values for unstressed it is obvious from the difference matrix in
vowels vs number of syllables for Table 21 that the model above represents an
words in isolation.
acceptable model for the prediction of the dur-
ational behavior of unstressed vowels. Second,
it should be noted that the amount of variation observable in unstressed vowels is much
less than in stressed vowels, and hence the results listed in Table 21 are not as
impressive as they might be.
Table 21. Observed vs calculated x values for unstressed (non-schwa) vowels.
Number of
Syllables S S1 St SDO C1 C2 C3
1 - - - - - - -
2 0 -. 02 +. 01 -. 01 +. 02 +. 01 -. 01
3 0 -. 03 -. 01 -. 01 +. 05 +. 02 .00
4 0
5 0
Before concluding, a comparison between these results and previous results for
/a/ is in order. At first it might seem strange that the /a/ durations were not affected
by the following consonant. If we look, however, at the basic durations tabulated in
Table 11, it can be seen that, in general, the shorter the duration of the vowel, the less
that vowel's duration is affected by the following consonant. Hence we would not expect
/a/, the shortest vowel, to be greatly affected by the following consonant.
Now, there is a means in the present model to model this type of behavior. This
would be to enter the same basic duration for /a/ for all classes of following consonant.
If this is done, results similar to those discussed in this section can be obtained for
/a/, and this is exactly the method used in the model description in Appendix E.
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XV. CONSONANT DURATIONS
With the completion of the models for vowel duration the next major problem is con-
sonant durations. In designing the experiment described in Appendix D, the subject of
major interest was always vowel duration; hence, no consideration was given to bal-
ancing the consonant content of these experiments. The reason for this was that previous
work by researchers in the field has shown that most durational variations occur in the
vowel portion of the syllable, and therefore it seemed to be more important to describe
the vowel's durational behavior. Nevertheless, we decided to use whatever consonant
data were available from the tests in Appendix D to attempt to produce an initial model
for consonant duration.
Initially, it would appear that consonant durations might be a function of at least 5
things. In particular, consonant durations may be affected by (i) the consonant's posi-
tion in a given syllable, (ii) the number of syllables in the word, (iii) the structural loca-
tion of the word, (iv) the word stress pattern, and (v) segmental context (e. g. , consonant
cluster or not). Because of the scarcity of data from the experiments of Appendix D,
however, it is impossible to study all of these effects simultaneously. So we decided
to adopt the following viewpoint. First, since it has been shown that a consonant's
position in a syllable is not a consistent cue for durational variations, no attempt
will be made to test for such variations. Second, because of the shortage of con-
sonant cluster data, no attempt will be made to control for segmental context, except
that no data points will be considered for consonants appearing in clusters (constant
cluster effects will be discussed farther on). Third, the approximation will be made,
as in the case with vowels, that for words of the same number of syllables and in the
same structural locations all syllables of the same (word) stress level may be grouped
together (e. g. , data for the /s/ duration in "access" would be considered with data from
the /s/ in "festoon," since both occur in unstressed syllables in two-syllable words in
isolation). Finally, an attempt will be made to analyze the effect of word stress, number
of syllables, and structural location on consonant durations for each consonant for which
there is enough data from the tests of Appendix D. We hoped that this might supply a
basic structure in the model for consonant durations, and form a basis for future work.
Even though the amount of relevant data was small, some regularities were observ-
able in the behavior of certain consonants. The data for one particular consonant,
/s/, will be studied in some detail, since the data for /s/ seemed to be represen-
tative of the data for all consonants. A summary of the available results for other con-
sonants is given in the over-all model description in Appendix E.
In order to try to understand the durational behavior of /s/, the durations of all /s/' s
found in the test in Appendix D (except those in clusters) were first tabulated as a
function of the word level stress of the syllable in which they occurred, the number of
syllables in the word, and the structural location of the word. Figure 34a is a plot of
the average duration of /s/ as a function of the number of syllables in the word for
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stressed syllables in words in isolation. Three points should be made concerning this.
First, the average values plotted in Fig. 34a are based on only a few data points; hence,
results cannot be considered very strong. Second, notice that, in general, the dura-
tions of /s/'s in stressed syllables decrease as the number of syllables increases. This
same phenomenon was observed for most of the consonants investigated, and agrees
qualitatively with the results for vowels. Third, however, the amount of variation observ-
able in the duration of /s/ is quite small. This was also observed for other consonants
tested, and it can be said in general that the changes in the duration of consonants as a
function of anything were small when compared with the changes in vowel durations.
Data concerning the behavior of /s/ in unstressed syllables for words in isolation
are shown in Fig. 34b. Three characteristics of these data are also of immediate inter-
est. First, as was the case in stressed syllables, the durations of /s/ decrease as the
number of syllables increases. Second, one should note that in general the duration of
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/s/ is shorter in unstressed syllables than in stressed syllables. Third, however, again
the variations in durations were not very great.
In addition to studying words in isolation, work was also done for /s/ durations in
words in different structural locations. These data will not be presented explicitly, but
a few general observations concerning the results may be stated as follows:
1. Within any structural location, the /s/ durations decreased as the number of syl-
lables increased, for both stressed and unstressed syllables.
2. Within any structural location, /s/ durations in stressed syllables were longer
than /s/ durations in unstressed syllables.
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3. All other things being equal, /s/ durations tended to be shorter in structural
location which also shortened vowels (for example, C1).
So, in general, it would appear that qualitatively at least the durational effects for
consonants were very similar to those for vowels, and one might be tempted to try to
develop a description similar to that developed for vowels. Nevertheless, there are
several strong arguments against this approach. First, there are not nearly enough
data for the consonants to enable the production of a well-founded model. Second, and
more important, the durational effects described above have to be considered secondary,
and, generally speaking, consonants in nonconsonant cluster locations do not vary very
much in duration. Hence if such an algorithm were to be introduced into the reading
machine, we would have a computer program requiring considerable time and space,
and producing results of questionable significance. So, we decided, at least as a first
approximation, to adopt a model that uses only one duration for each consonant occurring
in a noncluster location, and this is the model presented in the model summary in
Appendix E.
Before leaving the subject of consonant durations, two more important points should
be made. First, the test from Appendix D did not include data on liquids or glides;
hence, the general results suggested above should not be interpreted as correct for
either liquids or glides. Second, there are considerable consonantal durational effects
associated with consonant clusters, none of which has been discussed here.
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XVI. RESULTS OF ADDITIONAL STUDIES
Parts of a model for the description of segment durations have been presented. This
model is capable of predicting the observed segment durations for a single speaker
of General American English for a certain class of phrases and certain classes of pho-
nemes. There are, however, several other classes of phrases and classes of phonemes
for which this model has no prediction. We shall now discuss and evaluate studies
designed to extend the power of the previously presented model.
16. 1 EXTENSION OF STRUCTURAL CAPABILITIES
It was our desire to produce a model to predict segment durations in noun phrases
and prepositional phrases. Thus far, this problem has been solved only for noun phrases
containing no adverbs. Hence we wish to extend the model, to include both prepositional
phrases and left-branching structures (adverbs).
The problem of prepositional phrases was addressed in a study similar to the study
made on single-syllable words in context in Section VIII. In this study, all three-word
phrases used in the Section VIII study (see Table 7) were recorded again by all
three subjects, but this time with an article or a preposition in front (i. e. , "sad sad
sack" was spoken na sad sad sack" and on a sad sad sack"). The purpose of this study
was to see how, if at all, the addition of the prepositions and articles would affect the
previously observed durations. It suffices to say that no consistent variations were
observed, and it appeared to be acceptable to use the same durations, whether or not
a particular noun phrase was part of a prepositional phrase.
In addition to the preposition tests, studies were done to try to extend the model's
result to include left-branching structures. In particular, Subject #2 was asked to
record the phrases listed in Table 22, and the durations for each of the functional seg-
ments were measured. The experiment was divided into four parts, as shown
in Table 22, and the results for each part will be discussed separately. The main
hypothesis was that an adverb could be represented by a new structural location, P1,
which would be defined as an adverb before an adjective or another adverb. Hence, the
phrase "very tinny sounding horn" would have the transform string "P1 P1 St Sl. n
Now if P1 is to be a new structural transform, it must conform to a particular set
of rules. First, it must be shown that P1 is independent of the other transforms. Sec-
ond, P1 must have an X value associated with it for single-syllable words in isola-
tion, and, likewise, an equivalent offset, P1 (see Section XIII). Third, it must be
demonstrated that the effect of P1 is the same before both adjectives and other adverbs.
The first two parts of the experiment were designed to test for the independence
of P1 from the other structural transforms. In the first part, the adverb (P1) was varied
to see if there was any noticeable effect on the rest of the phrase, and in the second part,
the rest of the phrase (St S1) was varied to see if there was any effect on the adverb
("badly"). The results for this experiment are shown Fig. 35a and 35b, where the
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Table 22. Phrases used in the structural extension
experiments.
Part 1
badly done man
madly done man
pugnatiously done man
importantly done man
well done man
Part 2
badly created octopus
badly made car
badly incorporated company
badly encompassed army
badly constructed bridge
Part 3
madly rushing man
goodly made car
sadly moving sack
midly feeling sound
pitily looking dog
tinny sounding horn
Part 4
very madly rushing man
very goodly made car
very very sadly moving sack
very very midly feeling sound
very very very tinny sounding horn
appropriate X values are plotted. Clearly, these results support the hypothesis
of independence for P1.
In the third part of the experiment (see Table 22), the X values for the stressed
syllable for each of the adverbs were calculated, and the results are plotted in
Fig. 35c. Here, we wanted to test whether the vowel normalization function (V. D. =
B. D. + X B. P. + PP) caused the points to group well, and, if so, to calculate
the appropriate parameter values for the new transform P1. Clearly, the points
do group acceptably well, and the parameter values, X for single-syllable words
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Fig. 35. Results of independence tests for P1.
(a) Part 1: X values for "done man" for various adverbs.
(b) Part 2: X values for /dk/ in "badly."
(c) Part 3: X values (X average = -. 37) for stressed-
syllable vowel.
and Pi, can be calculated as follows: From the model of Section XIII, X (for
single-syllable words) for P1 can be written
x = f(5P1) '
where f(,) is given in Fig. 17. But all that is available is an X value for two-syllable
words (stressed syllable), namely
2 =-.37 = f(pl+l).
From Fig. 17, it can be said that
f (X 2 )= P1 + 1 = 2. 4
or
P1 = 1.4.
From this, X1 can be calculated
X1 =f(P )= -. 7.
Hence, from these data, the parameters necessary to extend the model can be produced.
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In the last part of the experiment, we attempted to test (Table 22) whether P1 really
works before other adverbs. In this experiment, the durations of the sequences "ery"
in "very" were measured and compared, and no consistent variations were observed.
This supports the hypothesis that the P1 transform works (durationally) before both
adjectives and other adverbs.
16. 2 LIQUIDS AND CONSONANT CLUSTERS
In all of the previous experiments, the durations of liquids and glides have never
been measured or tabulated because consistent rules for finding the boundaries between
these segments and vowels are not well understood. Likewise, the rules concerning
the durational effects of consonant clusters on both the consonants within the cluster and
on adjacent vowels have not been formulated for lack of relevant data. We hoped to do
a base-level study on the behavior of a liquid (Q) and several consonant clusters. This
Table 23. Words used in the initial cluster and liquids
experiments.
Class Class
a sack a seap
b lack b leap
c stack c steep
d slack d sleep
a sag a soap
b lag b lope
c stag c stoap
d slag d sloap
a sun a soup
b lumb b loop
c stim c stoop
d slim d sloop
a saw a sot
b law b lot
c skaw c spot
d slaw d slot
a sop a set
b lop b let
c stop c spit
d slop d slit
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experiment was not designed to try to solve the problem of predicting the effects of
liquids, glides, and consonant clusters in general, but rather to indicate the possible
direction of future research.
The strategy behind the experiments was as follows. Two lists of single-syllable
words were prepared (Tables 23 and 24), and each list was recorded by Subject #2,
as before. The first list contained groups of four single-syllable words, each of
which had the same final consonant and vowel. The initial consonant (or cluster)
was varied as follows: One word (class a"t) began with a single consonant (not a
liquid or glide) (e.g.., sack); one word (class b") began with the liquid e (e.g.,
lack); one word began (class "c") with a consonant cluster utilizing the previous
consonant (e. g., stack); and one word (class "d") combined the original consonant
with I"l (e.g. , slack). With the data from this experiment, it is possible to ask
particular questions about the behavior of liquids and consonant clusters.
The first question of interest is what happens to the duration of a particular con-
sonant when it becomes part of a cluster. To answer this, the durations of the
initial consonants in the class "a" words (e. g., /s/ in sack) were subtracted from
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Fig. 36. Results of the consonant cluster and nf" extension experiment.
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the durations of the initial consonant in the class "c" words (e.g., /s/ in stack),
and the results are plotted in Fig. 36(A). Clearly what happens is that a consonant
in a cluster gets shorter, but not by a constant amount.
The second question of interest is what happens to the duration of a vowel when
a consonant cluster is placed before it. To answer this question, the durations
of the vowels in the class "a" (sack) words were subtracted from the vowels
in the class nc" words (stack), and the results are plotted in Fig. 36(B). The
answer appears to be that the duration of a vowel is generally unchanged if a
consonant cluster is placed in front of it.
Third and fourth questions that might be asked are, Is the duration of the
initial consonant varied when an "tl" is inserted after it?, and How much larger,
in general, is an -vowel combination than just the vowel? To answer these
questions, the durations of the initial consonant in the words in class a" were
subtracted from the durations of the initial consonants in class "d" (Fig. 36(C)
and the durations of the vowels in the words in class an were subtracted from
the durations of the -vowel combinations in class "d"t (Fig. 36(D)). Two things
are noteworthy about these data. First, unlike the consonant-cluster case, the
initial consonants did not become shorter when the was inserted. Second, the
amount of duration added to the vowel was not constant, but varied greatly,
depending on which vowel was involved.
A final interesting point can be seen when the durations of the -vowel com-
bination in class "b" (lack) are subtracted from the durations of the -vowel
combination in class d" (slack). (See Fig. 36(E).) Clearly, the presence of an
initial consonant does not appreciably affect the duration of the -vowel com-
bination.
A second experiment concerning nf" and consonant clusters following a vowel
was also performed (Table 24). The format for this experiment was similar to
the first experiment, except that the variations in the clusters and "f" occurred
at the end of the single-syllable words. The qualitative results for this experi-
ment are as follows:
1. Consonants in consonant clusters are shorter than they are where there
is no cluster.
2. Vowels before consonant clusters are shortened, but not a great deal.
3. Consonants after a vowel-f combination are not shortened.
4. The addition of an following a vowel does not increase the vowel-k
combination duration by a constant amount, but it always increases it.
The point is that consonants in clusters do behave, at least qualitatively, pre-
dictively. In particular, consonants in consonant clusters are shorter, and a
vowel followed by a consonant cluster is also a little shorter. Clearly, this
phenomenon is not predicted by the model for consonants developed in Section XV,
but it is also obvious that not enough data are available to suggest how the model
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Table 24. Words used in the final cluster and liquids
experiments.
Class Class
a sit a fought
b sill b fall
c sits c foughts
d silt d falt
a suck a cooed (as a dove)
b sull b cool
c sucks c cooed's
d sulk d cooled
a saw a cawed (as a crow)
b Saul b call
c saws c cawed' s
d s alt d c alle d
a pet a dev
b pell b dell
c pets c dev's
d pelt d delve
a mit a spit
b mill b spill
c merit c spits
d Milt d spilt
might be changed quantitatively. This work is intended to indicate the projected
direction for future work on consonant durations.
The second important point is that ""fn (and possibly all liquids and glides) does
not behave like other consonants. What would appear to be the case is that -vowel
and vowel-f combinations behave like new vowels. Hence, for future work, we might
consider a model to handle all vowel-k and (-vowel combinations as the vowels are
handled now. We still do not know, however, whether all such combinations must
be handled separately or not. Clearly, this must be determined from future research.
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XVII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A fairly complex model for the behavior of the durations of functional segments has
been developed. We shall attempt to evaluate the parts of this model, to explain its
strengths and weaknesses, and to make suggestions for future work.
17. 1 FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
From a formal point of view, the author makes no claims for the behavior of funda-
mental frequency. In the early work, however, an attempt was made to relate certain
results for fundamental frequency to the observed results for duration. In particular,
the initial structural transforms (S, S1, S , S, C1, C2, and C3) were thought to be
meaningful (at least for single-syllable words) from the viewpoint of both duration and
Fo. In these studies, it was observed that probably rules for the control of Fo as a
function of the structural transforms (for individual subjects) could be written, although
this was not done formally. Likewise, no additional Fo studies were made for multi-
syllable words.
When the duration problem has been solved, at best, only half of the problem has
been solved. There is no question that the proper control of Fo is at least as important
in the perception of suprasegmental features as is duration, and if natural-sounding arti-
ficial speech is the goal, acceptable control for Fo is imperative. Hence an obvious
suggestion for future work in this field would be to try to expand the model presented
in this report to control Fo. In particular, studies should be made to see if the struc-
tural transforms suggested here have any validity from the point of view of Fo in multi-
syllable words in context. Clearly, care should be taken to separate the Fo effects
that might be due to structural transforms from those that are due to external and con-
textual effects (Fo overshoot, intonational effects, etc.). This is quite a difficult task,
since it is not clear at the present time exactly what type of quantitative representation
for Fo behavior might be necessary.
17.2 SHORTCOMINGS OF THE DURATIONAL MODEL
In the durational model presented in this report, there are areas where the model
produces strong, well-founded results and other areas where the predicted results are
less well founded. The area in which the model excels is in the description of vowel
durations in essentially any context allowable in the FRM. We shall try to categorize
the capabilities of the model and to point out, in particular, those areas where the model
does not produce its best results.
17. 2. 1 Problems of Structure
It should be clear now that the durational model is capable of handling most of the
structures presented to it by the FRM parser. Nevertheless, there are two types of
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structures for which it is not clear whether the model is adequate. The first of these
cases occurs when an adverb follows an adjective, as in the phrase "big, bright, red
house." There are at least two possible ways in which this might be handled, either by
the transform string "St P1 St S1" or "S1" and "P1 St S1." The last of these should
be an acceptable solution, but whether either solution is optimum should be tested.
The other structure type that should be examined is that for compound adjectives,
such as in "air-conditioned room." It is perhaps possible that an acceptable
transform string for this phrase might be "C1 C2 S1," but this also should
be formally tested.
17. 2. 2 Problem of Open Syllables
As we saw in Section XII, open syllables behave quite differently from closed syl-
lables. The model recognizes this, and corrects for it by considering a syllable boundary
as a new following consonant class. If it were true that all syllables were either open
or closed, the evidence is that this model would work very well. But not all syllables
fall neatly into either the open or the closed category. In particular, there is a group
of "questionable" syllables, for which the location of the syllable boundary is not clear,
and the durational results for these words have been shown to be intermediate between
the results for open and closed syllables.
Since the model does not recognize any other except open or closed syllables, it can-
not give the correct results for the "questionable" syllables. This may not be as great
a problem as first appears. As suggested in Section XII, it may be perceptually accept-
able to consider all syllables as either purely open or purely closed. If this is true, then
the model should be acceptable in its present form, but one should be aware of the pos-
sible need of additional work in this area.
17. 2. 3 Problems with Consonants
The model's ability to predict the correct durational results for most consonants is
suspect on two counts. The first, and lesser, problem concerns the fact that the param-
eters used by the model to predict consonant durations are not based on a great amount
of data. This characteristic of the model could quite simply be improved by some simple
extension experiments on consonants in nonconsonant cluster location.
The second, and more serious, problem concerns the behavior of consonants
in clusters. In particular, even if consonant durations do not vary much as
a function of structure, stress, and so forth, they do vary greatly in cluster
locations. The data available for this report are not ample for devising a good
model for consonants in clusters, and if a description of consonants on a par
with the description of vowel behavior is desired, a great deal more study is
necessary.
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17 2. 4 Expansion for Diphthongs, Liquids, and Glides
Another thing which should be noted concerning the present model is that, thus far,
no data have been presented on the behavior of diphthongs. One would certainly suspect
that diphthongs behave durationally in a manner similar to vowels, and that a reasonable
direction for future research would be to seek acceptable basic durations for each diph-
thong. Of course, such an expansion would have to be represented as a hypothesis to
be tested, and a test would have to be made to see whether all regularities found for
vowel durations are also true for diphthongs.
In addition to diphthongs, it has been shown that the liquids and glides might also
behave in a manner similar to vowels. Hence, one might also want to try to expand the
model by studying the combinations of glides with vowels or liquids with vowels as if
these were diphthongs. It is not clear, at present, whether each vowel-glide and vowel-
liquid combination would have to be studied separately. This is a question that should
be addressed experimentally.
17.3 FINAL OBSERVATIONS
Throughout this report, the major effort has always been to produce a model for seg-
ment durations that would come as close as possible to predicting the durational results
observed in the production experiments. In many areas this effort has been quite suc-
cessful, and a model has been produced that should serve as a basis for a dura-
tional algorithm in the FRM. Before closing, however, it seems reasonable to make
a few suggestions about how the results presented here might help in better under-
standing the human speech process.
In order to do this, a few observations should be made about the results that the
model predicts. First, one should observe the offset values (i) for stressed vowels
given in Table 18. If an offset value equals one, then the associated structural trans-
form behaves as if the word were said in isolation. The interesting point is that four
of the transforms, S1, St, S+, and P1, all have offset values of the order of one.
Hence it would appear that any combination of these transforms would result in a list
of words whose durations are the same (roughly) as if those words were said in isola-
tion. The important point is that if the words had the same number of syllables,
then all the words would have roughly the same length.
Now notice what happens when the number of syllables for words in a given (con-
stant) structural location is increased. First, both the stressed and unstressed vowels
decrease in size. Second, the consonants also decrease in size, although not as much.
Third, should a consonant be placed in a consonant cluster, it decreases in size
noticeably. It would almost appear that an attempt was being made to retain the word
length as the number of syllables increases.
To put it another way, and to ignore compounds for the moment, consider the
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following model for durational behavior. Each structural location puts a certain amount
of pressure to make the word a certain size. If this were the case, then clearly the off-
set values for each structural location would be a measure of this pressure, and all of
the transforms (except compounds) would be trying to make the words roughly the same
size (that is, 'SO ~ f S iS ~ 1 1). There are, however, durational constraints
in English which make it impossible for all words to be the same size. In particular,
durational effects are necessary in the perception of voicing, vowel type, number of
syllables, stress, and so forth. Hence all words cannot be forced into the same size,
but only moved in the proper direction.
In another sense, this may have some importance in understanding the perception
of rhythm in English. The implication is that speech attempts to be very rhythmic, but
fails because of durational constraints. Hence it may be that what is heard as rhythmic
may be really the interpretation of changes in duration in the direction of true rhythm.
Hence, just as the perception of pitch is not necessarily directly related to Fo, so the
perception of rhythm may not be directly related to true time intervals in speech.
Consider the results for compounds. Clearly, compounds cause the words to be much
shorter, and hence would not fit into the explanation suggested above. But note that the
offset for a -stressed word in a compound is 2. 1 ( C1 = 2 1). What this means is that
a compound made up of two single-syllable words is really just a two-syllable word. Of
course, this is not a particularly surprising result.
Lastly, the offset values for C2 and C3 should be noticed. It might be argued that
since a compound of two single-syllable words can be considered as a two-syllable word,
these two transforms should give the same durations as unstressed syllables in two-
and three-syllable words. Obviously, they do not, but there is probably a good rea-
son for this. If a two- or three-word compound is just considered to be a two- or
three-syllable word, then the lexical stress on the syllables other than the stressed syl-
lable would be higher than for any word used in these experiments (see Appendix B). The
model would have to deal with a lexical "3" level stress, which it has never had to do
before, and, evidently, this is different from dealing with unstressed syllables.
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APPENDIX A
Speech Synthesizer Hardware
The speech synthesizer, mentioned in Section I, which produces the output speech
waveform is illustrated in the following figure.
UT
Fig. A-1. Analog speech synthesizer.
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APPENDIX B
The Stress Cycle
Our purpose here is to acquaint readers with some simple stress rules presented
by Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle. 7 To see how these rules work, it must be under-
stood that there are at least two processes of stress assignment in English. In par-
ticular, a rising stress contour, such as
2 1
1. black board
must be distinguished from a falling stress contour, such as
1 3
2. blackboard
What these stress contours reflect is a different structural relationship between the two
words involved. To be precise, the first case must be a noun phrase and have the struc-
ture
NP[A[Black] A N[Board] N] NP
A = Adjective
NP = Noun Phrase
N = Noun
while the second case is a compound and must be written
N[A[Black]A N[Board]N]N
For the present purposes the first rule may always be considered as filling in the
lexical stress for each individual word and then erasing the innermost brackets. Hence
if Rule 1 is applied to the noun-phrase case above, we have
NP[Black Board]NP (Rule 1)
1 1
while for the compound case, we have
N[Black Board]N (Rule 2)
1 1
Now the rules for correctly placing rising and falling stress contours can be dis-
cussed. To understand how these work, we must first adopt the following convention:
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Whenever primary stress is placed in a certain position, then all other stresses in the
string under consideration are weakened by one. Now we can state two rules:
Rule 2. Assign primary stress to a stressed vowel in the context
... " IN
Rule 3. Assign primary stress to the stressed vowel in the context
... -.. 'NP
In Rules 2 and 3, the figure U stands for a vowel with primary stress,
anything, and the dash indicates the segment to which the rule applies.
does not apply to the noun-phrase case, but Rule 3 does, and we get
NP[Black Board]Np2 1
"..." stands for
Clearly, Rule 2
(Rule 3)
which is the correct stress pattern. Likewise, Rule 3 does not apply to the compound
case, but Rule 2 does, and we have
(Rule 2)N[Black Board]N1 2
which is almost correct. All that remains is to add Rule 4.
Rule 4. Assign primary stress when a vowel is in the context
## Co U Co#]N
where # is a word boundary, Co stands for zero or more consonants, and U stands for
a 2-stress vowel. Hence when this rule applies to the compound, we have
(Rule 4)N[Black Board]N
1 3
which is the correct result.
Now, these rules can also be used to predict the stress patterns of larger noun
phrases and compounds. To see how this works, suppose that the rules are allowed to
act in order if they are appreciable. In particular, we have
Rule 1
Rule 2
Rule 3
Rule 4.
We adopt the following conventions:
1. Rule 1 acts only once.
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2. Rules 2-4 act in order, and when they are finished, they erase the innermost
brackets.
3. If there are no more brackets, stop. If not, repeat step 2.
Hence we have the cyclic operation of Rules 2-4. To see how this works for the three
word phrases used in this report, examples are given below.
Example 1. NP[A[X]A NP[A[Y]A N[Z]N]NP]NP
e.g., sad fat bat
NP [ X NP [ Y Z ]NP ]NP
1 1 1
2 1 Rule 3, cycle 1
2 3 1
Example 2.
Rule 3, cycle 2
NP[A[X]A N1A[]A N[A[Y]A [Z]N]N]NP
e. g., sad sadsack
NP[ X N[ Y Z ]N ]NP
1 1 1
1 2
2 1 3
Example 3.
Rule 1
Rule 2, cycle 1
Rule 3, cycle 2
N[ N [ A[X]A N[Y]N N N[Z]N ]N
e. g., blackboard eraser
N[ N[X Y
1 1
1 2
1 3
]N Z
1 Rule 1
Rule 2, cycle 1
Rule 2, cycle 22
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APPENDIX C
Rules for Segmenting the Acoustic Signal
The segmentation of speech sounds has long been and continues to be a major prob-
lem in speech analysis. The rules used for the segmentation of the acoustic signal in
this report will be presented here. Note that these rules do not pretend to give a final
answer to the segmentation problem. These rules seek for boundaries between seg-
ments that can be consistently both identified and placed, and are meaningful from the
point of view of the speech synthesis routines used in the FRM.
A. 1 BOUNDARIES BETWEEN CONSONANTS AND VOWELS
The methods of identifying the junctures between each class of consonants and the
vowels will now be described. Rules are given for placing the boundary between vowels
and the following.
1. Initial Unvoiced Plosives
The release of an initial plosive appears as a spike on a broadband spectrogram.
The explosion is generally followed by a region of friction and a region of aspiration.
The boundary was taken to occur exactly at the onset of voicing in the vowel. This bound-
ary was not always clear in the area of the higher formants, but could be seen
clearly in the first formant.
2. Final Unvoiced Plosives
The beginning of the final voiceless plosive was clearly marked by the abrupt cessa-
tion of all formants.
3. Initial Voiced Plosives
As for unvoiced plosives, the release of an initial voiced plosive also appears as
a spike. Here, however, the period of aspiration was generally absent, although the
period of frication allowing the release was more prominent. The boundary was placed
after the end of the frication following the voiced burst. In general, it was a difficult
task to determine the exact end of the frication, but since the frication usually only
lasted from approximately 5-15 ms, the errors should be small.
4. Final Voiced Plosives
Usually, the boundary before a final voiced plosive was placed at the abrupt cessa-
tion of all formants. Sometimes, however, there was considerable formant structure
in the voiced stop-gaps. In these cases, narrow-band spectrograms were used to find
the point where there was a marked decrease in spectral energy in the higher formant
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regions (point of closure).
5. Initial Nasals
The boundary was placed where the rigid formant structure of the nasal changed to
a rapid on-glide movement.
6. Final Nasals
Final nasals share with initial nasals a rigid formant structure; therefore, it was
generally easy to determine the boundary by placing it at the beginning of the nasal's
rigid structure. Occasionally, however, some nasalization of the preceding vowel
occurred. When this happened, it was necessary to observe the narrow-band spectro-
gram and place the boundary where the marked change in energy (lower vocal-tract
closure) occurred.
7. Initial Unvoiced Fricatives
The boundary between an initial voiceless fricative and a vowel was placed at the
onset of voicing in the first formant.
8. Final Unvoiced Fricatives
The boundary for final voiceless fricatives was placed at the onset of noise, even
though the voicing from the previous vowel sometimes continued somewhat into the noise
region of the fricative.
9. Initial Voiced Fricatives
The boundary was placed after the usually abrupt termination of the superimposed
noise.
10. Final Voiced Fricatives
The transitions between vowels and voiced fricatives appeared fairly gradual on both
narrow-band and broadband spectrograms. The rapid onset of high-frequency noise was
used as a boundary for // and /z/. The boundaries for /v/ and // were usually
detected by the rapid decrease of energy that could be detected on the intensity curves.
11. Initial and Final Glides
No attempt was made to split glides and vowels.
12. Initial and Final Liquids
No attempt was made to split liquids and vowels.
A. 2 BOUNDARIES BETWEEN CONSONANTS
1. Boundary Between Nasals and Other Consonants
The boundaries between nasals and other consonants were determined in essentially
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the same way as between vowels and consonants.
2. Boundary Between Fricatives Followed by Plosives
The Boundary was generally marked at the place where all frication and/or voicing
ceased.
3. Unvoiced Plosives Followed by Unvoiced Fricatives
In general, a boundary was very hard to place between an unvoiced plosive and an
unvoiced fricative, since the aspiration interval of the plosive tended to blend in with
the noise of the fricative. A marked change in intensity was generally noticeable on the
intensity plot, however, and the boundary was generally placed there.
4. Voiced Plosives Followed by Unvoiced Fricatives
The boundary was placed after the last voiced period.
5. Unvoiced Plosives Followed by Voiced Fricatives
The boundary was placed before the first voiced period.
6. Voiced Plosives Followed by Voiced Fricatives
The boundary was placed at the onset of noise (frication).
A. 3 BOUNDARIES BETWEEN VOWELS
No attempt was made to mark boundaries between vowels.
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APPENDIX D
Input Word Lists
The purpose here is to give a complete list of the words and phrases used in the
multiple-syllable test. All of these words and phrases were recorded from 3 X 5 cards
by Subject #2. Spectrograms of each of the utterances were made on a Kay sonograph.
and the speech signals were segmented as shown in Appendix C. These data served as
a basis for the model presented in Sections XIII-XVII and Appendix E of this report. A
table of contents precedes the lists to show exactly which data were of interest when the
lists were compiled.
Table of Contents
Test-Word
Stress
1
1
1
1
general
general
2, 3
2, 3
2, 3
2, 3
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
1
Test-Word
Structure
I-
-I-
general
general
-
_- I
t__
_ -I_
I 
_I
-I-
I--
-I
I_ 
List No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
Structure
1
1
1
1
231
general
231
231
231
231
231
231
231
231
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
132
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Table of Contents (continued)
Test-Word
Stress
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
Test-Word
Structure
_!_
I-
t_
I
-I-
_ 
--4 syllables
4 syllables
5 syllables
1. access
2. bosom
3. cousin
4. despot
5. envy
6. fasten
7. Hetty
8. index
9. Java
10. Kansas
11. Mecca
12. Midas
13. native
14. napkin
15. oboe
List No. 1
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
petty
shooting
scanty
shaven
shanty
tipsy
tipping
vision
victim
sitting
biting
biggest
fight ing
heady
envoy
1. aback
2. betake
3. chenise
4. depose
5. effuse
6. facade
7. fatigue
8. festoon
9. finesse
10. guffaw
11. concede
12. conceit
13. conceive
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List No.
28
29
30
31
3Z
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
Structure
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
1
1
List No. 2
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
concise
condemn
condense
conduct
confess
confide
confine
indent
incite
imbed
immense
consign
condone
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List No. 3
encompass 13.
exception 14.
excessive 15.
excited 16.
external 17.
hepatic 18.
hibiscus 19.
advantage 20.
advising 21.
attendance 22.
dispatching 23.
divided 24.
dogmatic
extinction
nomadic
notation
pacific
pagoda
pajama
papaya
pathetic
phonetic
pugnacious
auspicious
1. nativist
2. negative
3. nemesis
4. neophyte
5. nicety
6. nicotine
7. nincompoc
8. nominate
9. nothingneE
10. notify
11. pacify
1 2. paganize
13. papacy
14. pedagogue
List No. 4
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
) p 21.
22.
3 s 23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
List No. 5
1. concise confessed conceit 13.
2. condensed confined guffaw 14.
3. immense consigned chemise 15.
4. petty shooting index 16.
5. fasten native oxen 17.
6. shaven cousin Hetty 18.
7. immense cousin Hetty 19.
8. condensed shooting index 20.
9. concise native oxen 21.
10. petty confessed conceit 22.
11. scanty consigned chemise 23.
12. tipsy confined guffaw 24.
concise petty conceit
condensed native guffaw
immense scanty chemise
fastened confined oxen
shaven confessed Hetty
petty consigned index
excessive external pajama
divided dogmatic distinction
nomadic hepatic advantage
vocative pertinent papacy
nativist negative hexagon
venomous pacified nothingness
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
pertinent
endocarp
excavate
happening
heaviness
Hecuba
heptagon
pentagon
hexagon
venomous
vindicate
vocative
abdicate
I
List No. 6
shaven sadsack
tipsy badman
badman papacy
sadsack- endocarp
madman-pagoda
backpack- advantage
sadsack-notation
madman- happening
badman-victim
madman- index
backsack- envy
backpack-fatigue
madman- guffaw
badman-facade
native petty conceit
shooting tipsy guffaw
scanty native chemise
confessed immense victim
immense confined oxen
concise consigned oxen
concise finesse-facade
effuse fatigue-chemise
immense guffaw-concept
scanty bosom-envy
shooting Java index
native oboe-oxen
sad foot-conceit
big gut-guffaw
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
bad boot-fatigue
sad dog-own
big bed-envy
tan pig- shanty
big shanty-boot
sad Java-man
tan napkin-top
sad finesse-man
tan chemise-top
big boot-fatigue
pathetic backpack
excited sadsack
dogmatic madman
nomadic badman
excessive backsack
penitent backsack
vocative madman
negative sadsack
venomous badman
nominal backsack
confessed badman
effuse backsack
condensed sadsack
immense backpack
concise madman
scanty backsack
petty madman
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
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List No. 7
1. native oxen
2. scanty native oboes
3. deposed native dictator
4. sad shaven oxen
5. tiny petty man
6. big Kansas sun
7. loud tipsy guffaw
8. tipsy native despot
9. petty Kansas envy
10. sad cousin Bill
11. cousin Bill
12. Kansas sun
13. petty man
14. native dictator
15. tipsy guffaw
List No. 9
1. tiny negative entity
2. young neophyte pilot
3. pertinent paganized endocarp
4. angry venomous man
5. sad vocative nemesis
6. long pertinent excavation
7. mad paganized nativist
8. big negative aptitude
9. angry notified nemesis
10. back neophyte endocarp
11. neophyte endocarp
12. notified nemesis
13. venomous man
14. neophyte pilot
15. negative entity
List No. 8
1. sad concise man
2. immense sad dog
3. concise immense man
4. conceived new idea
5. condoned condemned facade
6. big confessed man
7. indented festooned guffaw
8. incited confined mob
9. deposed stupid dictator
10. confined deposed dictator
1 1. immense man
12. deposed dictator
13. condemned facade
14. concise man
15. festooned guffaw
List No. 10
1. excessive excited noise
2. big excited man
3. sad divided county
4. long hepatic oath
5. pathetic external papaya
6. specific excited man
7. big phonetic exception
8. dogmatic phonetic distinction
9. pathetic sick dog
10. big nomadic camel
11. nomadic camel
12. phonetic distinction
13. excited man
14. hepatic oath
15. external papaya
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List No. 11
1. big long access
2. small stupid cousin
3. bright new vision
4. tired immense envoy
5. important native oboe
6. big tan napkin
7. poor hurt victim
8. mean deposed despot
9. my cold Kansas
10. her big bosom
11. deposed despot
12. hurt victim
13. tan napkin
14. native oboe
15. new vision
List No. 13
1. small important exception
2. big external advantage
3. large profitable attendance
4. sad early extinction
5. tiny legible notation
6. big tan pagoda
7. big fat pajama
8. loud dogmatic distinction
9. big tan hibiscus
10. tiny pathetic advantage
11. important advantage
12. early extinction
13. tan pagoda
14. fat pajama
15. tan hibiscus
List No. 12
1. new tan chemise
2. small condensed festoon
3. big loud guffaw
4. stupid fatal conceit
5. new dank facade
6. sad poor condemned
7. dark heavy fatigue
8. new tan facade
9. small condensed guffaw
10. poor sad festoon
11. sad festoon
12. condensed guffaw
13. tan facade
14. fatal conceit
15. tan chemise
List No. 14
1. tiny intense nativist
2. small blue nemesis
3. young stupid neophyte
4. strong killing nicotine
5. vocative paganized nincompoop
6. damp tan nothingness
7. old crumbling papacy
8. dark green endocarp
9. bright hippy happening
10. heavy pertinent pentagon
11. intense nativeness
12. killing nicotine
13. tan nothingness
14. green endocarp
15. pertinent pentagon
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List No. 15
1. fastened backpack
2. Kansas sadsack
3. native badman
4. petty backsack
5. shooting badman
6. shaven madman
7. tipsy snowball
8. setting flagpole
9. biting bigmouth
10. fighting warship
List No. 17
1. excessive loudmouth
2. excited madman
3. external hardhat
4. divided eggshell
5. dogmatic badman
6. nomadic snowball
7. pathetic sadsack
8. phonetic workout
9. pugnacious workman
10. auspicious loudmouth
List No. 19
1. new access-man
2. frail cousin-killer
3. big bosom-envy
4. important Kansas-man
5. ugly shanty-town
6. big Mecca-oxen
7. handsome napkin-man
8. brave fighting-envoy
9. old Java-man
10. tipsy oboe-man
List No. 16
1. deposed madman
2. festooned loudmouth
3. concise workout
4. confessed badman
5. confined workman
6. consigned workhouse
7. condensed hardtack
8. immense hardhat
9. fatigued sadsack
10. conceived hardship
List No. 18
1. negative sadsack
2. neophyte loudmouth
3. paganized workman
4. venomous badman
5. pertinent snowball
6. notified flattop
7. vocative madman
8. neophyte snowball
9. pertinent sadsack
10. venomous flattop
List No. 20
1. new chemise-seller
2. old facade-fixer
3. sad guffaw-clown
4. tipsy conceit-peddler
5. immense fatigue-man
6. young facade-maker
7. bright finesse-maker
8. ugly festoon-man
9. new fatigue-peddler
10. fatal conceit-envy
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List No. 21
1. smart exception-taker
2. bad advantage-peddler
3. new extinction-Inaker
4. ugly notation-man
5. tan pajama-top
6. black hibiscus-bloom
7. blue pagoda-top
8. young attendance-taker
9. old extinction prophet
10. young distinction-observer
List No. 23
1. long road-access
2. old killer- cousin
3. important forward-vision
4. fast battle-envoy
5. important native-oboe
6. tan serving-napkin
7. poor car-victim
8. new sugar-despot
9. big Mecca-shanty
10. rising harbor-index
List No. 25
1. fatal battle-exception
2. noteworthy house-advantage
3. good game-attendance
4. bad bird-extinction
5. tiny hand-notation
6. ugly house-pagoda
7. red flower-pajama
8. good horse-distinction
9. new garden-hibiscus
10. tan bird-pagoda
List No. 22
1. avid nativist-maker
2. small nemesis-seeker
3. ugly neophyte-eater
4. strong nicotine-smoker
5. new nincompoop-killer
6. old papacy- critic
7. green endocarp-bloom
8. long pentagon-edge
9. stupid endocarp-eater
10. oldest pedagogue-killer
List No. 24
1. tan baker- chemise
2. ugly work-festoon
3. loud horse-guffaw
4. attractive bosom-conceit
5. green house-facade
6. bad foot-fatigue
7. smelly foot-festoon
8. painful head-fatigue
9. stupid cow-guffaw
10. red worker- chemise
List No. 26
1. young night-nativist
2. tiny man-nemesis
3. ugly killer-neophyte
4. yellow killer-nicotine
5. loud pagan-nincompoop
6. old bible-papacy
7. green flower-endocarp
8. bright hippy-happening
9. red safety-pentagon
10. young flyer-neophyte
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List No. 27
1. access-man pagoda
2. cousin-killer trap
3. bosom-envy complex
4. Kansas-man killer
5. shanty-town neophyte
6. Mecca-oxen shanty
7. napkin-man house
8. fighting-envoy car
9. Java-man cave
10. oboe-man tool
List No. 29
1. exception-taker face
2. advantage-peddler-trick
3. extinction-maker tool
4. notation- man pencil
5. pajama-top collar
6. hibiscus-bloom color
7. pagoda-top chimney
8. attendance-taker wage
9. extinction-prophet trick
10. distinction-observer glass
List No. 31
1. road-access street
2. killer- cousin trap
3. forward-vision room
4. battle-envoy car
5. native-oboe seat
6. serving napkin carrier
7. car-victim box
8. sugar-despot trick
9. Mecca-shanty roof
10. harbor-index notation
1. chemise-seller tong
2. facade-fixed paint
3. guffaw- clown hat
4. conceit-peddler face
5. fatigue-man voice
6. facade-maker brush
7. festoon-man hand
8. fatigue-peddler facade
9. finesse-maker wagon
10. conceit-envy notation
List No. 30
1. nativist-maker handle
2. nemesis-seek continence
3. neophyte-eater roar
4. nicotine-smoker lung
5. nincompoop-killer trap
6. papacy- critic cell
7. endocarp-bloom box
8. pentagon-edge mirror
9. endocarp-eater killer
10. pedagogue-killer eater
List No. 32
1. baker- chemise-holder
2. worm-festoon hole
3. horse-guffaw face
4. bosom-conceit eraser
5. house-facade paint
6. foot-fatigue boot
7. foot-festoon powder
8. head-fatigue pill
9. cow-guffaw eraser
10. worker-chemise washer
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List No. 28
List No. 33
1. battle-exception observer
2. house-advantage eraser
3. game-attendance index
4. bird-extinction number
5. hand-notation box
6. house-pagoda pool
7. flower-pajama top
8. horse-distinction index
9. garden-hibiscus food
10. bird-pagoda paint
List No. 35
1. snowball fighting
2. backman access
3. madman envy
4. backhouse cousin
5. greenhouse index
6. tabletop napkin
7. woodhouse oboe
8. workman shanty
9. workhouse vision
10. backman victim
List No. 37
1. sadsack exception
2. backyard hibiscus
3. snowball advantage
4. ballgame attendance
5. greenhouse extinction
6. workhouse notation
7. workman pagoda
8. tableclerk pajamas
9. greenhouse papaya
10. outhouse distinction
List No. 34
1. night-nativist killer
2. man-nemesis seeker
3. killer-neophyte tong
4. killer-nicotine stain
5. pagan-nincompoop paper
6. bible-papacy reign
7. flower-endocarp index
8. hippy-happening sound
9. safety-pentagon rope
10. flyer-neophyte gun
List No. 36
1. outhouse chemise
2. workhouse facade
3. backpack fatigue
4. madman guffaw
5. greenhouse conceit
6. backyard festoon
7. backpack conceit
8. workhouse guffaw
9. backman festoon
10. greenhouse fatigue
List No. 38
1. night-time nativist
2. hothouse nemesis
3. ballgame neophyte
4. desk-top nicety
5. wine-glass nincompoop
6. outhouse nothingness
7. madman papacy
8. sadsack happening
9. fence-row pentagon
10. greenhouse horizon
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List No. 39
1. accessible
2. excitable
3. anatomic
4. denunciate
5. egotistic
6. genocidal
7. consignable
8. conceivable
9. nativistic
10. vindicated
11. advisable
12. attendable
13. condensable
14. imbeddable
15. confinable
List No. 40
1. unaccessible
2. unexcitable
3. unanatomic
4. denunciation
5. unegotistic
6. ungenocidal
7. unconsignable
8. unconceivable
9. un-nativistic
10. unvindicated
11. unadvisable
12. unattendable
13. uncondensable
14. unimbeddable
15. unconfinable
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APPENDIX E
Model Flow Chart
The purpose here is to give a flow chart of the model for segment durations pre-
sented in this report. It is assumed that the input is a string of segments and special
symbols that form a sentence. Each word in the input string is represented by the fol-
lowing string of symbols.
1. The structural transform (S, S, S , St, C1, C2, C3, P1) (from Section IX)for
the words derived from the structure.
2. The number of syllables in the word.
3. The word-level stress (from the lexicon) for the first syllable.
4. The phonemes in the first syllable.
5. A syllable boundary (possibly from the lexicon).
6. Repeat from "3" if not the last syllable.
Hence, "stupid" in the phrase "stupid man" would be diagrammed as follows:
N umber
of
Syllables No Stress
Q2) 21/s//t//u/- l/p//I//d/I
¶ 1 t t
structoral stress syllable end of
location level boundary syllable
And the whole phrase would look like this:
end of
phrase
(i 21/s//t//u/ -/p//I//d/I ( 1 1 /m// e//n/ (
For another example, consider the sentence "Green men eat partly broken records."
This sentence would be parsed by the FRM parser as
Np[Green men]NP eat Np[partly broken records]NP
and would have the transform string
St Si S P1 St Si
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Hence the input string would be the following.
( )1 1/g//r//i//n/I () 1 l/m//I//n/ (EP
21/b//r//o/ 
-/k//I//n/I( 2L/r// /
I
-.1
-.2
-.3
-.4
-.5
(a)
-.2
-.3
-.4
-.5
.6
"\\ I--,
"I
I 
O 1 2 3 4 5
(b)
Fig. E-1. (a) Function for stressed vowels.
(b) Function for unstressed vowels.
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 1 1 /i//t/ I(9
S 2 /p//a//r//t I /1//i I8
/k/I /o/r/d/// (9(E
+,,
,N
v,,,,
Table 25. Offset values for structural transforms.
Structural
Transforms fi
S 0.0
S1 0.8
St 0.9
SO; 1.0
C1 2.1
C2 1.7
C3 1.4
Table 26. Basic durations (ms).
140
120
160
130
190
140
120
160
160
130
190
210
150
220
160
240
220
160
220
220
160
240
BD
150
140
160
140
180
160
140
160
160
140
180
(Subject
130
110
130
120
190
130
110
130
130
120
190
2)
280
200
300
220
290
280
200
300
300
220
290
Table 27. Consonant durations.
CDI
Consonant
p
t
k
b
d
g
m
n
f
Duration
100
90
120
110
90
130
60
60
140
100
I Consonant
s
v
z
3
tf
d3
Duration
140
100
100
70
90
90
90
100
70
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Vowel
I
e
£
a
A
Uu
U
40
30
50
30
60
40
30
50
50
30
60
_ I _ _ _ I_  _ _1_1_ I
The input string is assumed to be in an input table called I". The algorithm
is assumed to have two outputs. The first, called "O", contains the phoneme
string, for the sentence plus pause markers. The second, called "D", contains
the corresponding durations for each element in the output table. The functions
(Fig. E-l) and tables (Tables 25-27) referred to in the flow chart (Figs. E-2
through E-5) are plotted and tabulated.
Definitions of relevant terms are as follows:
I = input table
O = phoneme output table
D = duration output table
i = input index
j = output index
S = number of syllables in current word
SS = lexical stress of current syllable (1 or -)
ST = structural transforms of current word
PP = prepausal lengthening predicate.
Fig. E-2. Flow chart.
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Fig. E-3. Flow chart (continued).
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Fig. E-4. Flow chart (continued).
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Fig. E-5. Flow chart (concluded).
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